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Abstract
The changes of the modern world connected with globalization, expansion of labor market,
application of the new information technologies to all spheres of life, as well as integration of
Russia into the European and world economies demand new approaches to education. It is rational
to use competence approach, which allows to ensure high competitiveness of the specialist,
graduate of the higher technical institution in global economical space, as well as possibilities for
adaptation, effective self-realization and constant creative growth.
Peculiarities of education process in technical university demand formulating of the key
competences of the future graduate. Among these competences Media and Digital Competences are
of great importance.
Authors’ background
In course of last 30 years one of the authors has been working in TUSRE, coming a long
way from teacher of technical courses to realizing the importance and value of humanitarian aspects
of education and the development of personal qualities of the graduates and having the last 5 years
of practical experience in this sphere. The second author has been majoring in humanities’ program
of Linguistics and cross-cultural communication in course of four years and studying social
sciences in the European university for one year.
Considering the problems of Russian education, first it is necessary to note that the Soviet
higher education, starting from the last century, traditionally was known for the high level of
training, especially in some fundamental and technical sciences. High professionalism, wide
scientific view, developed practical skills of the soviet schools’ graduates brought the country to the
leading position in the world.
Nevertheless today some of the changes that have been taking place in the world in the last
decade become visible. Among them are globalization process, development of modern information
and other technologies, forming of the new labor markets, transfer to the postindustrial society, and
the most important, the process of integration of Russia in the world community, particularly
accelerated after the collapse of Soviet Union.
All this demanded reconsideration of the traditional principles of higher education in Russia,
which were thought to be unshakable, and development of the new forms, methods and means of
training specialists, who would be highly competitive on the dynamically changing world labor
market.
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In course of many decades soviet higher education institutions followed the principle of so
called ‘znanievij’ (‘knowledge’) approach in education, which was based on the assumption that for
successful performance in the chosen major and further successful career ladder climbing it is
enough for the student to learn the certain assigned amount of knowledge and gain corresponding
abilities and skills.
Such approach was well grounded by the economic conditions of soviet state, where a
person, having perfectly mastered one profession, was assured to have a place of work within the
framework of his major throughout his whole life, had a steady job and thus was successful.
Moreover, moral criteria of soviet society encouraged the invariability of professional field: it was
prestigious to have one steady job and it was usual for the young generation of the family to choose
the same profession of their parents and grand parents. They would find the work at the same
factories, thus creating professional family dynasties, which were widely complimented in the
soviet society.
Perestrojka that started in the Soviet Union in the 80s of the last century greatly altered the
existing value set.
First of all, rapid development of entrepreneurship, appearance of great number of small and
middle-size private companies clearly indicated that one profession was not enough now, even if it
was the most demanded and greatly mastered. The changed labor market demanded qualitative
redistribution of specialists – the need for economists, book-keepers, administrators grew
immeasurably, thus making specialist retraining, mastering of new knowledge and obtaining the
second higher education the mass phenomenon.
Secondly, the process of Russia’s integration in the world economical space accelerated
significantly. The fall of the ‘iron curtain’ allowed the Russian citizens freely travel to the western
countries, certain part of specialists gained possibility to work there successfully, some students – to
study and get degrees in the western universities. The possibilities increased constantly and the
labor market widened immeasurably for Russian citizens. Among the most important qualities of
the specialist became competitiveness, which was multisided and included a number of
components.
Lastly, the same process, erasing the borders of the countries, caused and accelerated the
process of mutual penetration of cultures. The successful business relations or job seeking and
career growth in the conditions of globalization demanded the skills of intercultural communication,
knowledge in the sphere of inter-economic relations, ability to conceive different cultures and way
of living at the same time with ability to preserve one’s own national culture and features.
Today’s Russia witnessing the shift in the value system from the concept of “one good
education for life” to the concept of constant life-long self-education for the effective adaptation to
the demands of the modern information society. Following this concept will let the specialist to be
constantly in demand on the labor market and to realize his constructive potential in a best way.
It should be noted that the last condition was caused not only by economical factors, but also
the personal characteristics of the student: it is clear that at the age of 17-18 years one can not be
sure that he makes a right choice of university and profession, even having all the freedom of choice
he can not be positive that it is exactly the sphere that will be interesting for his whole life and that
he can realize his potential in it. This factor existed for a long time but in the soviet times it simply
was not considered because of the historically prevalent traditions and norms of the soviet society.
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Consequently, all the stated factors conditioned the necessity of new approaches to
education and produced qualitatively new demands to the higher technical schools.
The term ‘higher technical school’ is not used accidentally. It should be noted that education
process in technical university has its peculiarities comparing to the education process in the field of
humanities, which is caused by the number of objective and subjective reasons. The first set
includes predominance of the technical courses over the humanities by the number of the courses
studied and the number of hours for their learning. This is being enforced by the standards of higher
technical education. Subjective factors include the personal and psychological characteristics of the
student, special ‘technical’ turn of mind and the system of inner preferences.
The peculiarity of teaching should also be considered: the humanities students together with
the professional knowledge and skills gain also the skills of communication, solving conflicts,
deeper knowledge of psychology and ability to build interpersonal relations within the framework
of the academic program. But the students of technical majors are lacking such possibility. The
teachers of technical courses, who also once graduated from the technical university, often do not
have enough knowledge of the humanities thus transferring to students their attitude towards the
profession and towards life. There are a lot of talks about the humanization education in
contemporary Russia and this problem is also one of the most important in reforming the
educational system.
One of the ways to solve stated problems can be found through using the widely spread in
western universities so-called competence approach to education [1]. Today these ideas have
already been used in the State academic standards of higher education in the field of linguistics and
cross-cultural communication [2], however in higher technical education application of the
competence approach is not yet a norm, it is only starting.
The project of federal component of state academic standard for general education [3]
already provides for introduction of the competence approach to education, giving capacious
definition of the term key (basic, universal) competences. According to the project, that is
“readiness of the student to apply assimilated knowledge, academic skills as well as ways of
activities in life for solving practical and theoretical problems”.
However, today the scientific literature uses the notions of competency and competence
mainly in the context of foreign languages, linguistics and cross-cultural communication, many
times not distinguishing between the two terms and using them as equal. If we analyze the
definitions of these notions in different sources, we can conclude that they are not equal at all and it
is necessary to distinguish them clearly before discussing the pros and cons of competence
approach.
If we consult the Russian explanatory dictionary [4] competency is 1. A circle of questions
in which one is informed good. 2. Circle of one’s authority, rights. And competent means 1.
Knowledgeable, informed, authoritative in some field. 2. Possessing competency.
In more general respect, competence is correspondence to the requirements, set standards in
corresponding spheres of action and at solving a certain type of problems, possessing necessary
active knowledge, ability to reach results with confidence and to control situation [5]. The notion of
competency first appeared in the USA in the 60s of the last centuries in the context of performancebased education, which aimed at training the specialists for successful competitiveness on the labor
market and had only practical direction, which turned out not to be enough when the development
of the graduate’s creative personality came into the discussion.
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In that same time it was offered to distinguish the notions of competency – as a part of
academic program, and competence – as the complex personal resource, providing for the
possibility of the effective interaction with the surrounding world in this or that sphere and
depending on the necessary for that competences [5].
Today along with the supporters of the competence approach appeared the first critical
specialists, who argument their claims by stating that the approach is somewhat limited, too rational
and purely practical. They also fear that instead of comprehensively developed personality,
believing in the ideal of Truth, Good and Justice we will get the specialist, who desires to be in
demand and to correspond to the dynamically changing labor markets in the gobalized society [6].
Not disagreeing completely with the authors of such statements we will try to analyze the
possibilities of the competence approach in organizing the educational process in higher technical
school.
Now we will formulate and fill with content those competences of the future graduate of
technical university that will allow him to gain sufficient professionalism, develop personal
qualities, form psychological readiness for life-long learning and also to gain the skills necessary
for that, thus turning the graduate into the competent specialist, socially developed, professionally
authoritative and competitive on the global labor market.
Not closing the list of the competences we would like to present those that today can be
named as the key competences – the list may be corrected or expanded during further research:
• socio-individual competence or readiness to problem solving;
• general economic and organizational-administrative competence;
• professional competence;
• informational competence;
• readiness for life-long learning.
The listed competences form the basis which provides the graduate with mobility on the
professional labor market and readiness to continue educational, scientific and organizationaladministrative activity after graduating from the university. They also form the sufficient basis for
the further education and ensure the graduate’s ability to adapt to the demands of dynamically
developing labor market.
The first competence of the list, socio-individual competence, is directly linked to bringing
up and forming the personality of the specialist and fully reflects the ideas of humanization of the
technical education. This competence in more general sense should be understood as the set of the
graduate’s active skills:
• ability to orient in the system of common human values and to consider the peculiarities
of personal-notional orientations of various social, religious and professional groups in
the Russian society;
• ability to take a citizen stand in socio-personal conflicts;
• skills of socio-cultural and cross-cultural communication, based on the principles of
cultural relativity and social ethics, assuming respect of the uniqueness of the different
culture and value systems and denial of ethnocentrism;
• ability to realize different forms of relations aimed at cooperation and solving of social
and professional tasks;
• ability to self-educate oneself and constantly perfect in professional sphere;
• skills of leading the healthy way of life and building the relations within the family.
The rest of the listed competences are connected with specialist’s ability to realize different
forms of communication in order to carry out cooperation and solve social and professional
6

problems; his capability of self-education and constant perfection in professional activity;
possessing skills of leading healthy way of living and physical education skills.
It is now necessary to take a closer look at the media competence and digital competence as
the components of information competence and readiness for life-long learning. They are quite
well-grounded in view of the modern processes of globalization and wide introduction of new
information technologies to the educational process.
Today the notion of “global university” and corresponding educational technologies are
well-known in the number of European and world universities [7], and their practical application is
also one of the main features of the modern educational process. At the same time these notions did
not found the wide public in Russia yet, thought the specifics of Russian reality is such that they are
of a high importance to the majority of the Russian students, who do not have financial means to
continue their education abroad. Supplying the Russian students with the skills of gaining
knowledge in the process and by means of the global education should open the wide range of
possibilities of junction with world scientific, practical and professional achievements and,
accordingly, ability for the further self-realization within the global labor market.
Moreover, it seems that media and digital competences come to foreground today and gain
the importance for successful forming and developing of the whole set of key competences, because
they ensure that the student, and later the specialist, has the skills to become proficient in the sphere
of new knowledge, new technologies and to perfect his professional status. Exactly media and
digital competences allow the specialist to feel confident in the modern society and to promptly
consider the changing conditions and demands of the labor market.
Nevertheless forming and developing of media and digital competences puts forward high
demands to the level of personal informational safety. Right now Russian educational system is on
the early stage of development of competence approach in education, but the research is carried out
constantly and results will follow soon.
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Why do ICT-strategy implementation in schools fail and ICT-practices do not
develop?
Heljä Franssila & Marika Pehkonen
Hypermedia Laboratory, University of Tampere, Finland
Abstract
In Finland several national strategic instruments and strategic action programmes are launched to
support schools’ ICT capabilities and practices development. Schools’ staff and especially teachers
are issued to plan and implement local level ICT-supported change processes, but by far real
operational innovations in schools’ ICT usage culture are rather moderate. In this paper we first
describe the strategic efforts, and then discuss the problems, challenges and issues raised in the
ICT-strategy implementation in the local school level. Secondly, we present an alternative actionresearch based approach to implement ICT –related change in school level piloted in City of
Tampere, Finland.
1 Introduction
Sustainable and conscious integration of ICT into primary and secondary school education is one of
the national strategic goals in the Finnish educational system. To realise this goal a steering model
has been implemented. ICT-strategies in three policy levels are established: national, municipalities
(as education providers) and school level. Individual schools were given a task to make and
implement their own strategies of the ICT use as a part of the school-specific core curriculum,
operationalising the goals expressed in the national and municipal level strategies and integrating
them to the subject teaching. This approach was strongly of top-down strategic planning, but the
aim was that in the school level also detailed everyday ICT-practices would be explicated.
In this paper we present the central national strategic efforts to strategy implementation from
the school point of view. Secondly, we report on the grass-root state of strategic actions so far
basing on national and regional studies and discuss the possible reasons behind the outcomes.
Thirdly, we suggest an alternative approach as a means to more efficient implementation of the ICT
strategies. The findings of the case study and the on-going action research project referred in the
paper result from the ternary cooperation between University of Tampere, City of Tampere and
Microsoft Finland. The research project of the teachers' ICT use and practices started in the spring
2004. Basing on the study results the Sampo action research project was launched in 2005.
2 ICT strategy implementation in Finnish education
2.1 Strategic inputs in Finnish education
Goals and justifications for the integration of ICT into the curriculum and practices in the schools
stem from three national strategies in Finland: the National Strategy for Education, Training and
Research in the Information Society 2000-2004 (Ministry of Education 1999), Information Society
Programme for Education, Training and Research 2004-2006 (Ministry of Education 2004b) and
Development Plan for the Education and Research 2003-2008 (Ministry of Education 2004a). In
these documents the ICT is seen for the citizens as means of being included in the information
society practices, which are increasingly based on information networks and technical devices, and
require an ability to use them consciously.
As an operationalisation of national policy level strategies the Information Strategy for
Education and Research 2000-2004 Implementation Plan (Ministry of Education 2000) describes
the concrete national projects launched to implement strategy objectives. The Implementation Plan
concentrated on following areas:
1. Information society skills
• Citizenship skills in the information society
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Ope.fi training for teaching personnel (requires a school-based strategy for the
educational use of ICT including a staff development and training plan)
• Training of the information industry and digital communication professionals
2. Development of the net-based learning environments
• Virtual university
• Development of virtual school
• Research and development relating to learning environments
3. Strengthening of information society structures
4. Development of digital learning materials (Ministry of Education 2004b.)
•

In our paper we concentrate on the themes of information society skills, citizenship skills, especially
Ope.fi-training and virtual school projects, and information society structures what it comes to the
ICT infrastructure and support services in schools. Through the local study findings we aim at
evaluating and discussing the outcomes of these information strategy instruments in everyday life
and practices in the Finnish schools.
Ope.fi training aims at raising the level of both personal and pedagogical ICT use skills of
teachers, and developing operational culture in the schools in order to integrate ICT-based working
methods and tools into the learning environments. The training is free for teachers provided that the
school has put up a school-based strategy for the educational use of ICT. The Ope.fi training
consists of three levels. The first level includes basic ICT tool training for personal use and
understanding of principles how to utilise ICT in teaching. The second level provides more
sophisticated training in pedagogical use of ICT and in more interaction oriented ICT applications.
The third level includes also training to serve as a pedagogical ICT support person in the own
school. The target was that by the end of 2004 every Finnish teacher masters the first level, half of
the teachers are on the level two and at least 10 % on the third level. The goal for the year 2007 in
the Information Society Programme for Education, Training and Research 2004-2006 is that at least
75% of teachers master the second level skills, pedagogical use of ICT (Ministry of Education
2004b).
The Implementation Plan defined the citizenship skills which are required in meeting the
needs of a networking, constantly changing and global way of life as follows: 1) technical skills, 2)
communication skills, 3) skills in acquiring and using information, 4) consumer skills, and 5)
influence on information society policy. Special attention was to be given to staff development and
training, and to the needs of groups outside the education system. The groups that were recognized
to be under threat of digital divide were: middle-aged and older population, adult population not
actively employed, and special-needs groups. (Ministry of Education 2000.)
Considering the operational, local level, the municipalities as education providers, e.g. City
of Tampere, have contributed significantly in training the teachers in ICT courses during the last ten
years. In our local study (Franssila & Pehkonen 2004) it appeared that the Ope.fi goals have been
reached what it comes to the ICT tool use on Ope.fi I and II levels. Challenges still exist: the
courses don’t reach their target audiences, the content and target level of the courses does not match
teachers’ expectations, the teachers are not aware of the training possibilities, the school can not
cover the resulting costs of absence during courses, or then teachers are simply not interested in ICT
use, not to mention courses. One significant bottleneck in utilisation of ICT in schools seems to be
the lack of insight, how technology can facilitate and support everyday work of a teacher. (Franssila
& Pehkonen 2004.)
Previously Viherä (1999) has stated that citizens’ communication capabilities in information
society require realisation of three different factors: access to equipment, competence, and
motivation to use them. Communication capabilities should not be confused with skills or abilities
because the skill requires the ability to do things, and it is only attained by experience. Moreover,
possession of the necessary capabilities means that in addition to access to equipment and
competence there is motivation to use them, i.e. there are other people with similar access and
competences, with who it is desirable to engage in meaningful communication. (Viherä 1999.)
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Therefore, the mere skill training is not enough. How to motivate an already busy and stressed
teacher to engage in digital culture and practices?
Simultaneously with Ope.fi trainings Virtual School service has been composed of national,
regional and local development projects with the aim to create new study modules, support services
and learning materials delivered through Virtual School portal. Local educational providers
(municipalities and regional networks) can get funding for a certain share of costs created in the
projects, for example, for the salary of a teacher who participates in the project as a designer of the
study modules. The results of the development projects need to be applicable and disseminated also
outside the local school settings. In the short evaluation report Prunnila (2003) states that in three
years the Virtual school projects have had wide and stimulating effect on the development of ICT
practices in education. As a future challenge she anticipates establishing the ICT use in teaching and
learning as a firm practice in schools. It takes time that the teachers get enough experience of new
ways of teaching, its prerequisites and its benefits for the learning.
City of Tampere as an education provider has also provided possibilities for Virtual School
projects. In our local study (Franssila & Pehkonen 2004), the sound and meaningful pedagogical
use of the ICT still remained as a challenge to the teachers. The most wanted forms of support (after
having computers in the classroom) were practical ideas from the skilful colleagues, and wrapped
up teaching plans and study modules. It has also been more widely recognized that although a
single teacher may acquire advanced level of ICT use in the courses or projects, it does not suffice
to change the practices and culture in the whole school level (e.g. Lankshear, Snyder and Green
2000, Lehtinen, Ilomäki and Hakkarainen 2003). From our viewpoint there is a need for more
extensive, participatory approaches or more powerful instruments to make the change process go
through the whole school’s work organization.
Considering the ICT infrastructure in schools, the Information Society Infrastructures
committee’s survey (Ministry of Education 2003) showed that at the end 2002, the average number
of students per one workstation used for teaching purposes in the educational institutions was 11,
while the target was 3–10 depending on the type of an institution. Almost two thirds (64%) of the
computers were old, acquired before 2000. Practically all institutions had access to the Internet but
its capacity was often insufficient. Technical and pedagogical support services were insufficient as
well. The following year the number of students per workstation had dropped to 10, and number of
old computers to 61% on the average (Ministry of Education 2004). The Information Society
Infrastructures committee (Ministry of Education 2003) recommends acquiring fast external
connections and local area networks, increasing both technical and pedagogical services, and
increasing the number of workstations in upper secondary schools and universities.
Our local study in Tampere showed that there could be big differences in possibilities for the
teachers to use ICT in their work or in the classroom depending on the ICT infrastructure of the
schools. The lack of technical and pedagogical support followed the results of the national survey.
The lack of computers in classrooms and difficulties in access to computer class were mentioned as
main reasons hindering the pedagogical use of ICT. Also time constraints in using ICT and
laborious preparation of lessons including ICT were considered as difficulties. (Franssila &
Pehkonen 2004.)
2.2 Evaluation of the impact of the national strategic efforts
There seems to be several implementation gaps between strategic goals and the possibilities for
their realization in schools. The ICT capabilities of the teachers require strengthening and resource
allocation in three different levels: in access to equipment and in competence and motivation to use
them (Viherä 1999). Moreover, the strategy process and its realization deserve a closer look.
The process of defining the school-based curriculum where the ICT strategy should be
included and operationalised works as a formal steering constitution on the school level. Finnish
National Board of Education (NBE) draws up core curricula for basic and upper secondary
education, which constitute regulations, on the basis of which the regional providers of education
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take decisions as they specify the curricula according to the special characteristics of the regional
education. The task on a school level is to iterate the regional curriculum according to the special
characteristics, strengths and practices of the school. The school-based curriculum is both
administrative and pedagogical instrument that tells what is learnt in school and how the
schoolwork is organised.
Although the national core curriculum remains normative, the teacher is free to choose the
pedagogical methods she or he uses in the classroom. The recent research findings show that it is
hard for a single teacher to realize strategies in the action and to find motivation from the abstract
goals. (Franssila & Pehkonen 2004, Prunnila 2003). When there is a lack of the models and best
practices of pedagogical ICT use there is also a threat that the ICT strategy is taken meagrely as a
strategy of acquiring new appliances. Another potential flaw lies in realisation of strategy work: the
school principal writes the strategy or there are only a few people involved in strategy processes in
the school organization. It may be on the responsibility of the ICT teacher and a couple of
enthusiasts or those who have been appointed to the strategy team. (Kyrö 2003, Prunnila 2003.) It
is evident that the impact of the strategy is not very far-reaching if the final product lies in the
bookcase in the back of the school’s office.
Ideas and insights about the desirable future ICT practices in schools’ everyday work does
not seem to flourish when there is, because of the limited class-room computer access, little chances
to explore the pedagogical possibilities and properties of technology. Several international
longitudinal studies analysing implementation of ICT into schools show rather unambiguously that
only after a certain period of self-explorative use made possible by high availability of computers
and other equipment, the school community can reach a level where there is enough motivation and
experiences to approach more sophisticated pedagogical use of ICT (Mooij & Smeets 2001, Parr
1999, Tearle 2003). On the other hand, the step from a sophisticated personal use to a sophisticated
pedagogical class-room use of ICT seems to be rather hard to take, and especially in this situation
peer-support from a colleague teaching, for example, same subject is crucially needed. Another
obstacle is that without community’s shared commitment to use certain tools in everyday
communicative interactions more sophisticated ICT-supported interaction practice innovations
remain isolated.
While there were some examples of successful strategy processes where strategy work
integrated into the curriculum planning and strategic planning on municipality level, the
experiences about this top-down strategy planning and operationalising effort show that individual
schools were mainly not well prepared to plan their strategies and put them into practice. Schools
and teacher communities are not very used to do school-wide planning which concerns shared
working practices across school’s work processes and teaching subjects. In addition to sufficient
time and money for strategising, schools lack working methods suitable for strategic planning. This
was evident in the first reflections gathered related to the impacts of strategy implementation
efforts. In the worst cases the final school-level ICT-strategy was just another sheet of paper, which
had no connection or impact to everyday activities. (Franssila & Pehkonen 2004, Markkanen 2003,
Prunnila 2003.) The abstract goal expression of national strategies related, for example, to the
information society citizenship skills were hard to find an everyday operationalisations.
As an alternative way in strategy work the bottom-up approach has been suggested (e.g.
Lankshear & al.). The challenges to apply this approach to strategy building rise from the lack of
time, place, form, working methods, and leadership in school organization. The strategic planning
and evaluation has not been traditionally included in school’s cooperative tasks and therefore the
organizations lack appropriate knowledge, applicable methods, and suitable practices.
The actions in the newer Information Society Programme for Education, Training and
Research 2004-2006 (Ministry of Education 2004b) fall into three categories: knowledge, content,
and operating environment. From the school’s viewpoint the measures of the administration
strongly emphasise training that integrates ICT use in school work: teachers’ in-service training of
ICT use in education, curriculum-related staff-development, management training, school personnel
training, and continuing professional education related to subjects, integrated themes and fields of
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education. The goal is that by 2007 at least 75% of all teachers have reached level II skills in Ope.fi.
Also the need to support educational institutions in updating their ICT strategies and adopting new
procedures is responded by continuing professional education. Moreover, ICT training materials
will be produced and the educational administration will monitor strategies and curricula relating to
the use of ICT in education. In operating environment, development plans will be devised for the
Virtual School, The National Board of Education will support educational institutions in
strengthening their ICT infrastructure, and education providers are recommended to hire sufficient
number of professionals as technical support or otherwise provide the service. All these actions
come to a need, but will they manage to change the operational culture in schools? How to involve,
empower and energise teachers in planning their working environment and everyday practices?
How to support pedagogical insight of ICT use in the classroom? How to enhance the dissemination
of the best practices?
3. Alternative approach: involving teachers in the design of school’s ICT environment and
practices
Planning and implementation of school-level ICT strategies can be supported by a more bottom-op
–oriented planning methods. Examples of fruitful approaches and recommendations for good
planning practices applied in Australian schools are described in Lankshear & Snyder (2000).
Visioning and goal operationalisation process, were greater amount of teachers is more frequently
devoted to the discussions, evaluations and decisions concerning technology utilisation in their own
school are regarded as way to energize ICT strategising. Still this process requires comprehensive
time and effort investments from teachers, which can be unacceptable.
Also the ideas and methods of grass-root level organisational self-design are promising. In
the self-design successive steps of diagnosing current practices and problems, valuing solution
alternatives, selecting final solutions to be applied and implementing solutions form the path
through planning process (Mohrman & Cummings, see also Stebbings & Shani 2002). Ideas of the
self-design process have strongly influenced an alternative, action-research supported ICT
strategising and implementation effort put into practice in the Sampo upper secondary school in
City of Tampere, Finland.
Action research interventions provide to the schools time, place and possibilities to a guided,
communial exploration and interpretation of technology affordances. The Sampo action-research
project aims at producing new knowledge about preconditions and possibilities of developing the
activities with the support of ICT in the work organisation of an upper secondary school. How the
school organisation can participate in co-design of the ICT tools and working environment, starting
from the scenarios and continuing to the planning, launching and developing further the working
methods and the use of the technologies will be described through reporting the hands-on
experiment. The elements, stages, tasks and role allocation (researchers, users and technology
providers) of the development process will be documented in the change model. An operations
model depicting the new ICT supported practices will be created as a result of the change process.
In the on-going research project the user needs have been collected in the interviews and
processed into the use cases. The use cases presenting the recent practices and the possibilities of
the future operations model will be iterated in the group discussions with the principals, school
secretaries, teachers and students of the Sammon keskuslukio to reach the shared vision of the
future practices. The new solutions will be tested with mock-ups and/or in a test environment before
the implementation of the new ICT solutions and corresponding operations model. The deployment
will be supported with training, and the development of the ICT capacities of the actors will be
evaluated with a follow-up study.
Success and practical utility of the ICT supported innovations in the school’s internal and
external communications, information ecology and management, classroom and home-school
interaction and group work depend on the multifaceted features of the school’s work and
community practices. Those features include, for example, experienced needs and motivations for
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changes in work practices and conventions (or lack of them). Also the level of predictability and
clarity of the consequences of the innovation for individual’s work, and the opportunity costs from
switching one working method to another shape the innovation process. The amount of the actors’
possibilities to self explore, invent and practice new working methods can explain the patterns of
adoption. In the Sampo action research project these complex factors will be analysed by a followup study, where the school community members are informants. The research project will be carried
out in 2005 and the results will be reported in December 2005.
4. Conclusions
In the Finnish educational system and in its information society practices there seem to be a surplus
of strategies, but scarcity of operationalisation efforts in local and practical level in the schools. For
the schools and practitioners it is hard to find time and space to analyse the working practices and
create local interpretations of the relative benefits and qualitatively meaningful ways of making
information society alive in the ICT practices of the school. While ICT usage objectives in the
strategies and the national core curricula are many and frequently expressed, they are still very
abstract and the hard interpretation and focusing duty of these objectives is left to the local level,
where resources to complete this duty are scarce.
ICT as a design target in school development is not the easiest one to handle for school staff.
ICTs are still even in technical sense rather complex and not perfectly self-explaining. The potential
utility and benefits of ICT for everyday school practices are even less self-explaining, and that is
why intermediary actor, who serves as a co-interpreter of technology and co-planner of ICT
integration is welcome into the planning and implementation process. New ways to foster
participatory, grass-root level ICT practice modeling, planning and implementation are needed, and
ternary co-operation between university, technology providers and public sector is one candidate to
fulfill this need.
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Unremarkable digital divide: the Internet search illiteracy in Japan1
Keiso Katsura
Senri Kinran University
Osaka, Japan
Abstract
The e-Japan Strategy, the national information policy, was launched in 2001. Aided by this
policy, the infrastructure associated with the Internet has been well established nationwide. As a
result, many of the Japanese, particularly the youth, have been able to shift to the ‘haves’ in terms
of digital divide. However, they should be referred to as ‘poor haves.’ The reasons why Japanese
have remained ‘poor haves’ mainly originate from the following issues: 1) they do not possess
sufficient knowledge of information searching or the Internet resource locating and 2) they do not
recognise the importance of these. In order to develop into ‘rich haves’ in the future, the Japanese
policy makers should institutionalise the training programmes or courses for the Internet
search_techniques. They should provide opportunities for learning advanced search techniques from
professional librarians or information search professionals.
1. Outline of the Digital Divide
The digital divide is based on the dichotomy of the ‘haves’ and the ‘have–nots.’ The
concept of the digital divide became popular after the Clinton Administration in the United States of
America advocated in a report issued by the Department of Commerce (NTIA, 1999). In this report,
IT (Information Technology) literacy was measured on the basis of region, race, gender, income
and so forth. Huge disparities in these attributes were revealed. Worse still, as shown by the
Mathew effect, individuals or families with the Internet connection become richer and those without
it become poorer. Today this simple distinction based on ‘access to the Internet’ is not suitable for
explaining the on-going digital divide or information literacy problems. These problems are
becoming increasingly complex and complicated than before. In order to clarify them, it is
necessary to employ various frames of reference or multiple analytical perspectives. A shift in focus
is necessary for relating to the digital divide should move from the physical and quantitative
perspectives to the content oriented and qualitative ones. Furthermore, the digital divide should be
considered not only in the context of economic issues but also social ones such as human rights,
welfare, securities, labour, education, and intellectual productivities.
2. Necessity of the Internet Search Skills and Competence
The concept of media literacy and information literacy constitutes several phases. For
example, the ACRL (Association of College and Research Libraries) in the United States of
America defined as follows (ACRL, 2000):
‘Information literacy is a set of abilities requiring individuals to recognize when information is
needed and have the ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the needed information.
Information literacy also is increasingly important in the contemporary environment of rapid
technological change and proliferating information resources.’
Among the various phases of information literacy, the skills of locating, finding,
discovering, seeking and gathering adequate information may be set as top priority. The other
1
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phases, such as selecting, comparing, evaluating, comprehending, organizing, synthesizing,
creating, publishing, presenting, and reviewing follow in quick succession. While it conducts
searches without the skills of locating information, the shortage or lack of information caused by the
insufficient search skills, in general, tends to place people at a disadvantage or in risky situations.
In the Internet era, the information search skills and competence are soon gaining parity with
the Internet search skills and competence. The exponential growth of Web pages and large numbers
of pages indexed by search engines demand people that be well informed about the more advanced
search techniques in order to refine search results and exclude irrelevant information. The Figure 1
illustrates the increase in the total number of Web pages worldwide as well as the increase in the
number of Google indexed pages.
Google indexed pages
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Figure 1. Data was extracted from the Google page archives stored at
WayBackMachine.com.
(Source: http://www.waybackmachine.com)
In addition to the rapid growth of Web pages, there are several other important factors that
Internet users have to be familiar with in terms of Internet searching technologies:
1) There are invisible, hidden, or deep Web pages that search engines cannot find directly
or cannot find at all (Sherman & Price, 2001). It was ever estimated that the number of
the invisible Web pages was five hundred times larger than that of the visible, surface
or shallow Web pages (Devine & Egger-Sider, 2004). The invisible Web pages are
mainly stored in dynamic Web databases. Locating these pages is normally believed to
require the local specific search technologies and the two-step search process in which
Internet users have to search for the ‘search site’ in the first step and then they have to
execute the local specific search in the second step. This process is a slightly intricate
process.
2) Compared to searching bibliographic databases, a search for full text digital documents
tends to include more irrelevant information in the search results. Full text documents
in PDF files are the typical examples. Full text documents are generally not wellequipped or organised for information retrieval. Further, it is more difficult to reduce
the noise when searching full text documents containing many sentences in a file.
3) Characteristically, Internet resources, such as Web pages request the users to ‘go to’ or
‘visit’ Web pages. These pages are not ‘sent’ or ‘delivered’ to them. This characteristic
is sharp contrast with the other forms of mass media such as television, radio and
newspapers. In these circumstances, Internet users may encounter ‘where to go’ or
‘how to get’ problems.
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4) Some major search engines, such as AltaVista, had discontinued some advanced search
mode functions by directly targeting the general public at large and not a small number
of professional searchers for their advertisement profits. For example, AltaVista
dropped the customized sort function that facilitated arranging search results by the
specific terms selected by users themselves, the upper case sensitivity function that
users could search the upper case terms only, and the proximity search function that
allowed users to search for two terms that are closely positioned in text. Internet users,
especially professional searchers, have to solve these problems using alternative
expertise.
Recently the information retrieval portal sites have been established, where Internet users
can locate information resources easily and can search multiple systems simultaneously on the same
user interface. NELLI in Finland is one such example. NELLI applies Z39.50 protocol to unify the
search interface. These information retrieval portal sites help the Internet users to explore the
Internet resources efficiently without having to resort to advanced search techniques. However,
Internet users should bear in mind that they still require adequate training to become accustomed to
these sites and that these portals only cover limited Internet resources.
3. Proposed Advanced Internet Search Skills and Knowledge
_
In order to overcome the difficulties involved in searching the vast Internet resources or to
execute smart searches, Internet users should be power users who are capable of implementing
some intermediate and advanced search and retrieval skills, such as Boolean search, phrase search
and fielded search (Calishain & Donfest, 2003). If Internet users acquire these skills and
competence, they can locate relevant information more easily and speedily. Furthermore, Internet
users should possess not only specific search skills for the eminent search engines but also the
requisite background knowledge. They should be likened triathlon or pentathlon athletes who
compete in multiple games. The following background skills and knowledge should be mandatory
for Internet users:
1. Library & information science related knowledge
This consists of classification systems, subject index systems, cataloging rules, and
other bibliographic control systems. Knowledge pertaining to these is essential when
Internet users use OPAC and bibliographic databases.
2. Languages
Languages imply both national languages and foreign languages. It is true that English is
the most popular language in which searches are conducted on the Internet. Language is
of particular importance, when Internet users execute free word search and keyword
searches.
3. Computer science & technology related skills
This may be categorised into computer operating skills, input device skills, operating
system skills, computer hardware and software skills, and networked skills. These are
the most popular skills and knowledge learnt by many users.
4. Specific subject knowledge and common knowledge
Internet users who have specific subject knowledge or professional
knowledge on
particular topics are at an advantage while conducting the subject-oriented searches.
They are familiar with the technical terms and special vocabularies. On the other hand,
Internet users should possess common knowledge, such as geography and history, too.
5. Internet search experience
It is not so easy to master Internet search skills in a short period. Internet users require
the long term practice and experience. This practice and experience also enables
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comparisons with printed media resources and helps in judging the advantages and
disadvantages of using the Internet resources.
It should be noted that all these background skills and knowledge must be well adapted and
balanced. It is usually the case that many users are proficient only at a few skills and their
knowledge of the other skills are undeveloped and insufficient. There are a few users having the
skills and knowledge pertaining to library and information science in particular.
4. Japanese Search Illiteracy
In the e-Japan Strategy, the issue of constructing information super highways was given
prime importance. On the other hand, the use of fruitful Internet contents and user training were
relegated secondary statuses. In 2003, the IT Strategic HQ of the Japanese government, which is
responsible for the operation of the e-Japan Strategy, had to revise the focus of the policy from one
that was infrastructure oriented to one that enhanced the use of Internet resources. They might have
been under the impression that Japanese citizens did not actively use Internet resources. It was less
than the IT Strategic HQ expected. They might also have been concerned that Internet use would
not proliferate even in the near future. One of main reasons for this is that Japanese people do not
possess the adequate level of skills and knowledge required to search the Internet as extensively as
people in other IT developed countries.
It will be difficult to carry out the transition smoothly in Japan. This situation is strongly
related to the fact that Japanese Internet users are ‘poor haves’ and ‘search illiterate.’ Some factors
that pose as obstacles or interferences against the shift are as follows:
1) Oral communication centered personality
Japanese people like to ask someone for information when they want to know something.
They prefer ‘enquiring someone’ to ‘searching written materials.’ The persons that they
address their queries to are often limited to family members, relatives, friends, class mates,
colleagues, acquaintances and so on. In the Japanese society, asking unknown or strange
people questions warrants some amount of courage. Japanese people tend to make light of
written communication. This reflects upon the contents of the Internet training programmes.
The programmes offered by local government and the information study courses at high
schools do not allocate enough room for the search skills. The Japanese are fond of
sending/receiving emails, chatting, BBS and the other communication issues. Local
governments offer the public courses on Internet use to their residents. These courses are
mostly at the basic level and do not contain intermediate and advanced Internet search
technologies. Moreover, a serious concern is that there are a few well informed trainers on
these subjects.
2) Problems in the formal education system
In the formal education system, Japanese students have a little experiences of using libraries
for learning and studying purposes. They do not have sufficient bibliographic and library
instructions in their school libraries and academic libraries. This implies that Japanese,
students, including even teachers and faculty members, are not trained at searching, locating,
finding or discovering academic information resources efficiently. Compared with the United
States of America and the other western countries, library and education are not linked closely.
Even in the field of e-learning, it is hard to find the books and articles mentioned about library.
Although the Internet is comparable to a mega library, the Japanese people cannot recognise
the similarity in the skills required to locate resources in both media. Whether electronic or
printed, their skills and knowledge are based on the same principle.
3) Preference for mobile Internet to PC Internet
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The Japanese people prefer to access the Internet via their mobile phones, such as the I-mode
system developed by NTT DoCoMo, for sending and receiving e-mail, and accessing simple
Web contents on the small screen (Ishii, 2004). For some Japanese people, Internet use is
nearly the same as the cell phone use. PC based Internet access enables the use of richer and
more interactive contents. It is difficult to conduct a thorough search or to do research only
with a mobile handheld device.
4) Computer science & engineering hegemonies
Computer centres attached to the higher education are called information ‘processing’
centre or information ‘technology’ centre. In these centres, staff that specialise in computer
science dominate and monopolise their positions. As a result, little space is left behind for
staff that specialise in information search and retrieval. This is in contrast with the
situation in the U.K. and Finland. In the U.K., these centres commonly termed as LTSC
(Learning & Teaching Support Centre) are involved in projects that are much more
content-oriented. In Finland, the Learning Centre at the University of Kuopio is an
excellent example of the collaboration between librarians and computer scientists.
Identifying such cooperation and content-oriented centres is rare in Japan. The staff at
information processing centres in Japan only devotes their time to maintaining computer
facilities and network systems. They are not interested in searching, in general, and they
usually do not possess sophisticated knowledge pertaining to Internet search.
5. Conclusion & Suggestions
Internet search literacy is the precondition for the Japanese to become ‘rich haves.’
Unfortunately, this viewpoint is uncommonly held and ignored when the concept of the information
society is discussed. If this viewpoint is not voiced, it will be impossible to brand the Japanese as
‘rich haves’ either now or in the near future. Correspondingly, the ‘poor haves’ are those who are
unable to locate the Internet resources effectively. Japan has to be alert and seek to attain these
significant skills and competence.
In order to solve the information search illiteracy issue, the following ideas should be
considered:
1) Promotions and rewards to information search professionals should be increased, and they
should be given positions in academic workplaces. Fostering trainers is also an urgent need.
2) The Internet search courses should be introduced into all schools and should be required to
all students.
3) Information search literacy indicators should be conceptualised. Alternatively, search
related criteria should be added to the existing information literacy rating scale. The existing
information literacy indicators should be reconsidered. Some examples of such search related
criteria should be included: the number of search sites, the number of search logs, and the
number of SEO (Search Engine Optimization) companies.
4) There is a need to create Internet retrieval portal sites, VRD (Virtual Reference Desk) sites
and their directories in order to facilitate efficient searching of the Internet resources.
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Case Studies of Conditions and Success Criteria in Media Literacy Education
Maria Koller, Astrid Haider, Elke Dall
Centre for Social Innovation, Vienna, Austria
This paper is related to the document “Guideline for Media Literacy in Education” of the European
Centre for Media Literacy (ECML − http://www.ecml-eu.org), which is published online on the
project website and in the ECML book. It is available in English, Finnish, German, French, Spanish
and Italian. With the report you have in hand, we supplement the guidelines with concrete project
descriptions and examples as case studies for Media Literacy Education to show the transfer of
theory into practise. The case studies gathered are enhanced with references to project websites (as
at May 2005).
BASIC CONDITIONS1
1. Curricula and curriculum guidelines must be established by the relevant authorities.
Legislation must also include allocation of funds for development, dissemination and training.
As stated in the “Guidelines for Media Literacy in Education” of the European Centre for Media
Literacy (http://www.ecml-eu.org – available in English, Finnish, German, French, Spanish and
Italian), education systems in Europe vary a lot. Media education can be integrated in the formal
school education system in two ways – as a separate subject in the curriculum or as an integral part
of all subjects in school. Media literacy is an interdisciplinary subject and therefore not limited to
certain classes or age groups although media education is most prevalent in mother-tongue
education. In all European countries, legislative bodies like Ministries of Education are responsible
for media education curricula, curricula guidelines and other relevant tasks. Additionally there are
further institutions that deal with media education by order of the ministries in some countries, as an
example in Belgium the “Conseil de l'éducation aux medias” (CEM).
Austria is one example of a country that is strongly supporting the integration of media education in
all subjects (interdisciplinary) as an education principle. In this country, the legislations have been
set up in the following way:
• The legal framework is constituted in the “Grundsatzerlass zur Medienerziehung” of the
Ministry for Education, Science and Culture and contains the basics, the definition of media
education and didactics, objectives of media education, guidelines and examples for the
realisation of media education in relation to the syllabus. It is offered for download at
http://www.mediamanual.at/mediamanual/leitfaden/medienerziehung/grundsatzerlass
(available in German).
The following elements are available as additional guidelines:
• The “e-Content-Erlass” (http://www.virtuelleschule.at/e-content/ – available in German), a
decree of the ministry, includes guidelines for the production of e-content, the definition of
learning objects, learning modules, learning units and learning sequences and shows practical
examples.
• The papers called “Integrative Medienerziehung” comprise guidelines and helpful suggestions
for integrative media education provided by the ministry. The site
http://www.bmbwk.gv.at/medienpool/7832/PDFzuPubID407.pdf (available in German)
1
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focuses
on
advice
for
teaching
pupils
aged
6
to
10
and
http://www.bmbwk.gv.at/medienpool/7835/PDFzuPubID410.pdf (available in German) for
pupils aged 14 to 19.
A country in which media education has an important part in the curricula is the UK. Media
education there is integrated in mother-tongue education. Since 1995, it can be taught as a subject
on itself and it even can be chosen as a key subject in colleges, but this solution is not very
common. In the UK, it is possible for students aged 14 and over to follow formal, specialist courses
in Media Studies and Film Studies in schools, leading to qualifications at the level of the General
Certificate in Secondary Education (GCSE) at age 16, at AS Level (age 17), at A2 Level (age 18)
and at Advanced Highers (in Scotland only, at age 18). These courses are optional and are not
offered by all schools. At the national curriculum site (http://www.nc.uk.net/index.html – available
in English) one can see how media education and ICT are integrated in the curriculum of various
subjects, such as Art and English. The “National Curriculum in Action” site
(http://www.ncaction.org.uk/ – available in English) helps to see how the advice and guidance are
translated into practice. A document that demonstrates Media Studies and Media Studies
Assessment at GCSE level is offered by the Assessment and Qualifications Alliance
(http://www.aqa.org.uk/qual/pdf/AQA-3571-W-SP-06.pdf – available in English).
An example for a state that allocates funds for training teachers in media competence is Sweden
(http://www.hgur.se/activities/projects/grundutb/index_financed_projects.htm#Teacher – available
in English). In this country the requirements for teacher-training were changed by the legislation.
According to the new rules all students in teacher-training must be able to apply information
technologies in class and for their own education. The Council for the Renewal of Undergraduate
Education supports the use of ICT in teacher training. The programme included the following
projects: “Pedagogical IT Forum”, “The traces of yesterday can teach us today”, “The concert of
centuries”, “Basic information technology competence for educators”, “Communications and
information technologies in teacher education”, “Languages IT Environment”, “ReGU - an
electronic service network and the use of IT and interactive programmes in teacher training”.
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2. Faculties of education must introduce training on media literacy education, hire staff
capable of training future teachers in this area and offer courses in media education. There
should also be academic support from tertiary institutions in the writing of curricula and in
sustained consultation.
In Germany, the symposium “Neue Medien in der Lehrerausbildung” dealt with model schemes of
integrating media education in teacher training in the year 2000. In the context of the symposium
the basics of a framework concept and the concept itself were introduced through presentations
from experts and workshops for the realising of the concepts were held. The results of the
symposium are available at http://www.learnline.nrw.de/angebote/zukunftlehren/ (available in
German).
Another example from Germany is the website “Medienkompetenz in Schule und Unterricht”
(mksu) which can be found on the platform Learn:Line (http://www.learnline.nrw.de/angebote/mksu/basiseinheiten.jsp?id=9 – available in German). “mksu” offers materials
for media competence in schools and special guidelines for teacher-training in the first and second
stage and for further education of teachers in the area of media and information technologies.
One example in Finland is the Media Education Centre of the Department of Teacher Education of
the University of Helsinki (http://www.helsinki.fi/sokla/english/media/ – available in English and
Finnish), which conducts research and developmental work on media education. In addition, the
Media Education Centre aims at organising degree courses and other initial teacher education
courses in media education, organising in-service teacher education courses in media education,
coordinating and taking part in national and international projects connected to media education,
contributing to international consultancy operations, and disseminating information and knowledge
with respect to rapidly evolving media education systems.
In Austria, e.g. the Centre for Education and Media of the Danube University in Krems
(www.donau-uni.ac.at/zbm – available in German) is engaged in pedagogical, creativity, technical
and administrative aspects of the information society. The aim of the provided trainings is the
selective and demand-orientated use of media at the level of post-graduate education. Contents are
the effects of media on emotions, ideas and behaviour as well as the research on the optimal
application of new interaction and communication forms. The following courses are given:
Professional MSc Educational Technology (E-Teaching & E-Learning), Professional MSc
Educational Technology (IKT Management for educational institutions), Professional MSc
Educational Technology (Media pedagogic), Professional MSc Educational Technology
(Procurement of culture in the education sector through multimedia), Professional MSc E-Sport and
Competitive Computer Gaming.
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3. In-service educational opportunities at the school level for further training of educators in
the area of media literacy education must be offered.
A good practice example in Portugal is Prof2000 (http://www.prof2000.pt – available in
Portuguese). This is a Portuguese national network for teacher-training and distance education
through ICT and the Internet. It started at the end of 1998 as an outcome of the participation of
Portuguese organisations in the European project TRENDS. The Ministry of Education (DREC)
manages the Prof2000 network and it brings together 28 local teacher-training centres and 90
schools (elementary, secondary and upper secondary). A central node (training centre) gives
guidance to the local teacher-training centres and delivers online courses to teachers. This central
node also supports – technically and pedagogically – activities based on ICT held in Prof2000
schools. Each school has a teacher who works on the programme.
In Finland, an important example for the integration of ICT in teacher-training is “OPE.FI”. The
Finnish Ministry of Education has launched this programme within the “National Strategy for
Education, Training and Research in the Information Society” for 2000-2004
(http://www.minedu.fi/julkaisut/information/englishU/ − available in English) in order to improve
the ICT-skills of the in-service teachers and teaching personnel. These skills have been divided in
three different levels of know-how: “OPE.FI I Basic skills in ICT in teaching” (100% of teachers),
“OPE.FI II Further skills in ICT in teaching” (50% of teachers), and “OPE.FI III Special skills in
ICT in teaching”(10% of teachers). Level 1 is organised as peer-to-peer learning. The programme
covers the teachers in pre-schools, comprehensive and upper secondary schools, vocational
education and people's colleges and institutes. The National Board of Education (NBE −
http://www.oph.fi − available in Finnish, English, and Swedish) finances the training of the tutors
co-ordinated by the co-operating partner OPEKO and provided by different training organisations
and also gives extensive financial support to the local authorities participating in this project. In
addition, the NBE has released different teaching materials to support the project. It is distributed
free of charge via internet for all participating individuals. Further information can be found at
“EDU.fi”, an educational portal published by the National Board of Education (http://www.edu.fi −
available in Finnish, English, and Swedish).
An
Italian
example
is
the
institutional
centre
“Zaffiria”
(http://www.zaffiria.it/file_Zaffiria/zaffiria.htm – available in Italian), which is based in Bellaria, a
town close to Rimini in the region of Emilia-Romagna. This centre proposes several workshops
focused on media education with the support of tools, books and guidelines gathered in the main
library. Media education is used here as backbone to create a stronger bond between people and
territory. In such cases, media education gets together parents and teachers for fruitful discussions
on how young people approach the world of media. The centre was created on the basis of EmiliaRomagna regional law on the right to study together with the “Bellaria Igea Marina Municipality”.
One example in Germany is the section “Pedagogic and Media” of the Pedagogical Institute of
Munich, the regional capital of Bavaria. It offers training courses, advice and a lot of materials for
the working with new media in schools that can be found at http://www.pifwe.muc.kobis.de/fobi61/
(under “Pädagogik Neue Medien” – available in German).
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4. Suitable textbooks, other teaching material and resources, and lesson plans that are
relevant to the country/area must be available.
In Austria, suitable material is offered by the Federal Ministry of Education, Science and Culture,
by the regional “Bildstellen” and further institutions that are concerned with media and education.
Suitability of teaching materials is checked through a department in the ministry. Textbooks and
brochures in print format as well as internet resources, compact disks and other portable media can
be ordered at these facilities. Additionally a journal for media education named “Medienimpulse” is
sent to all schools by the ministry four times a year. On the platform Mediamanual
(http://www.mediamanual.at/ – available in German) which is initiated by the ministry, basic
knowledge about film and radio, ideas and guidelines for teachers to realise the teaching principle
media education in various school subjects and at various school levels in relation with the Austrian
syllabus are offered.
In Germany, the platform Medi@Culture-Online (www.mediaculture-online.de – available in
German) offers teaching modules for media education that are also related to the education plan.
These modules contain all necessary information, materials and further details to teach media in the
classroom and try to enhance media competence in specific school subjects as well as
interdisciplinary.
Another German platform that supports teachers in planning media education lessons is Learn-line.
The collection of examples shows how multifaceted media education can be realised. These
examples comprise lessons with “old” and “new” media and lessons for the reflection, production
and
analysis
of
media
and
are
provided
at
http://www.learnline.nrw.de/angebote/medienbildung/Beispiele/eins.htm (available in German).
In the UK, good resources for media education are offered by MediaEd – the UK media education
website (http://www.mediaed.org.uk/ – available in English). Teachers and educators can search
there for resources that differ in the area of education, type of material, media and subject area.
Another British example is Becta (British Educational Communications and Technology Agency),
the UK Government's key partner in the strategic development and delivery of its information and
communication technology (ICT) and e-learning strategy for the schools and the learning and skills
sectors. At the Becta-site (http://www.ictadvice.org.uk – available in English) teachers get ICT
advice for different subjects and can find ideas for the integration of ICT in lessons.
One example for an Italian portal in the area of media education is “Il Mediario”
(http://www.ilmediario.it/cont/home.php – available in Italian), a constantly updated website on
media education. “Il Mediario” was created by a Cultural Association called “Tutor”
(http://www.actutor.it/index.php – available in Italian), which integrates a small section dedicated to
the know-how of media education including teaching hints for educators, seminars in Italy and
laboratories. Additionally “Il Mediario” provides a special section for movies, TV, theatre and all
other kinds of media.
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5. There must be appropriate evaluation instruments which are suitable for the unique
quality of media education.
To measure the quality of media education is very difficult. There are many aspects that are not
really measurable such as critical attitudes and creativity. At least there are some general guidelines
that help to manage quality.
General guidelines for the evaluation and assessment of media literacy can be found in articles
offered by the Canadian Media Awareness Network at http://www.mediaawareness.ca/english/teachers/media_literacy/assess_media.cfm (available in English).
On the German platform “Lehrer-Online“(http://www.lehrer-online.de/url/medienkonzept – under
“In 6 Schritten zur Medienkompetenz” – available in German), a project by the “Schulen ans NetzInitiative”, teachers can find a document that shows guidelines for a media concept that integrates at
the last point the evaluation of media education. It includes a questionnaire for pupils and a check
list for teachers as orientation.
A document that demonstrates Media Studies Assessment at GCSE level in Great Britain is offered
by the Assessment and Qualifications Alliance (http://www.aqa.org.uk/qual/pdf/AQA-3571-W-SP06.pdf – available in English).
An example for requirements and appraisal criteria for media education in mother-tongue lessons in
Germany can be found in the framework-plan for the subject German for integrative secondary
comprehensive schools (http://www.hamburger-bildungsserver.de/bildungsplaene/SekI_GS/DEU_GS_SEKI.PDF – available in German) and grammar schools (http://www.hamburgerbildungsserver.de/bildungsplaene/Sek-I_Gy8/DEU_Gy8.pdf – available in German).
A new method to document and assess media competence of pupils is the development of portfolios
for media competence. A portfolio includes the collection of documents with the purpose to
demonstrate a learning process, a part of or even the whole learning biography of an individual.
That could be several produced materials, testimonials, prizes, certificates, etc. An important aim of
portfolio work is increasing the self-reflection by pupils. Portfolio Assessment allows pupils to
demonstrate their skills in different areas and can be used for different intentions and therefore
differs in a working portfolio, an assessment portfolio, a best-work portfolio, a process portfolio, an
interdisciplinary unit portfolio, a celebration portfolio, an application portfolio, and a presentation
portfolio. For media education another portfolio type, the e-portfolio (virtual portfolio for elearning), is very useful. Further information to definitions, various types and the development of
portfolios is offered at http://arbeitsblaetter.stangl-taller.at/PRAESENTATION/portfolio.shtml
(available in German). Very detailed information about the integration of portfolios for media
competence such as goals, concepts, elements, practical examples, recommendations, etc. are
provided on the portal Learn:Line in the working area “Portfolio: Media Competence”
(http://www.learn-line.nrw.de/angebote/portfoliomk/medio/portfolio/index.htm − available in
German).
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6. The state can encourage media literacy education in schools through grants for programs,
various projects and resources.
The state can encourage media literacy through programmes, projects and initiatives such as general
programmes that support the technology based requirements, platforms that offer resources and
guidelines for media education, grants for school radios, awards for teachers and pupils and teachertraining.
“Activities for the development of advanced services in the schools of the southern regions” are
supported by the Italian State, funded by CIPE with the support of “Innovazione Italia”, the
operative section of the Ministry of Innovation and Technologies, the Ministry of Education and all
regions interested in taking part to the initiative (see press release at
http://www.innovazione.gov.it/eng/comunicati/2004/2004_10_11.shtml – available in English). By
drawing on digital content and leveraging interactive tools, each element in the teaching of
humanities can be enriched by contextualization, through links that explore time (history), space
(geography) and the social context (general and economic cultural studies). The system is also ideal
for those subjects that require practice and verification such as mathematics, algebra, chemistry and
physics, as well as for the teaching of languages, and even art subjects and music. Further, digital
teaching can also be moulded to fit local cultures, to match the educational levels of the students as
well as their social profile and respond to students' interest in their local environment.
An example in Finland is the “Information Society Programme for Education, Training and
Research 2004 – 2006” (http://www.minedu.fi/julkaisut/koulutus/2004/opm14/opm14.pdf −
available in English). The programme contains major priorities and actions for boosting the
information society development in education, training and research. The programme is geared to
develop all citizens’ information society knowledge and skills, to enable educational institutions to
use information and communications technology (ICT) in a versatile way in their activities, to
establish ICT-based procedures in education, training and research, and to promote social
innovation through the use of ICT. Further information concerning the Finnish information society
is provided at “e-Finland − a Window to Finnish Information Society” (http://e.finland.fi −
available in English), which brings together knowledge and information related to Finnish
information society achievements.
In Europe, the following projects supported by the European Commission facilitate media education
in schools and initiate the participation of various European countries:
• eTwinning (http://www.etwinning.net – available in 21 languages) is part of the European
Commission’s eLearning programme. European Schoolnet has been granted the role of
Central Support Service (CSS). This initiative is supported by a network of National Support
Services (NSS). eTwinning is generalising partnerships where two schools from two different
European countries take advantage of Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
tools to work together in order to harvest pedagogical, social and cultural benefits. It provides
an opportunity to motivate young people to learn about each other, their school culture, and
family while practising their ICT skills at the same time. At the eTwinning homepage
materials such as good practice examples and ideas for projects are offered for teachers.
• The portal elearningeuropa (http://www.elearningeuropa.info – available in 20 languages)
provides many resources such as articles, studies, official documents and good practice cases.
• Also the Sokrates Minerva Action seeks to promote European co-operation in the field of
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and Open and Distance Learning (ODL)
i
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(http://europa.eu.int/comm/education/programmes/socrates/minerva/index_en.html –
available in English). Its objectives are to promote understanding among teachers, learners,
decision-makers and the public at large of the implications of the use of ICT in education, as
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well as the critical and responsible use of ICT for educational purposes; to ensure that
pedagogical considerations are given proper weight in the development of ICT and
multimedia-based educational products and services; and to promote access to improved
methods and educational resources as well as to results and best practices in this field.
• Virtual School (http://vs.eun.org – available in English) is part of the European Schoolnet
(http://www.eun.org – available in Dutch, English, French, German, Spanish) and encourages
the collaboration between schools in Europe. The virtual school site is for European teachers
run by European teachers. It is managed and hosted by European Schoolnet. At virtual school
teachers can search for various resources such as articles, links, projects, competitions and
communities.
• ENIS (European Network of Innovative Schools - http://enis.eun.org – available in English,
French, and German): ENIS schools have been selected as some of the most innovative
schools in their home countries when using information and communication technologies for
teaching and learning. A special certificate is awarded to each school by European Schoolnet
in conjunction with the national Ministries of Education. The responsibility of ENIS schools
are: act as examples of good practice, prepare school presentations for seminars and
exhibitions; assure that the schools’ homepages are regularly updated, including projects,
activities and the quality of the learning environment; improve internal quality as suggested in
the e-Learning policies and take part in the knowledge society.
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TEACHING HINTS FOR EDUCATORS2
1. Media education must be implemented by teachers who often have great autonomy in how
much media literacy education they carry out in class. Therefore educators have to take
initiative and actively promote media literacy education.
The creation of a media concept supports teachers to facilitate media education in their schools and
classrooms:
• In six steps to a media concept: A media concept for a school is a very specific survey
including the definition of a goal prospect. It should offer pedagogical arguments for the
application of new media and helpful proposals as well as it should describe the way of
mediating media competence and provide help. A guideline for the development of a media
concept can be found at http://www.lehrer-online.de/url/medienkonzept (available in
German).
• Another resource for the development of a school-concept for media education is offered at
http://www.learn-line.nrw.de/angebote/lehrerfortbildung/medienbildung/artikel/tulo.pdf
(available in German) on the platform Learn-Line. The development of a logical media
concept is an indispensable task. Therefore these guidelines that can build the framework for a
media concept were developed. The resource also provides practical examples in conjunction
with the concrete education plans in Germany.
Teachers can search support in idea collections, platforms and good practice examples:
• The portal European Medi@culture-Online (http://www.european-mediaculture.org –
available in English, French, and German) provides many resources for teachers such as
articles, know-how for media production, specials, and projects.
• On the German portal Learn:line the sections “Learning with new media“ (http://www.learnline.nrw.de/angebote/neuemedien/ – available in German) and the section “Media Education“
(http://www.learn-line.nrw.de/angebote/medienbildung/ – available in German) support the
learning and teaching with new media and documents exemplary teaching ideas and
experiences, lesson examples, concepts and helpful suggestions. A forum for teachers allows
an exchange of ideas.
• An Italian organization that approaches media literacy as means of defining cultural
differences is COSPE (http://www.cospe.it/chifgb/chisiamo.htm – available in English). As
an NGO, it created a specific section for media education within its research programme,
called “Media & Multiculturalità” (http://www.mmc2000.net/index.php – available in Italian).
This portal keeps up the pace of media as an ever changing subject, by proposing a
multicultural media archive, a section for media education (including two EU projects the
organisation participates in), and laws regarding media in Europe and beyond. This portal also
advertises a national prize on multicultural media called “Premio Souhir”
(http://www.premiomostafasouhir.it/ – available in Italian).
• A source of good practice examples is the platform eTwinning, a project of the European
Schoolnet supported by the European Commission as part of the eLearning programme. At
http://www.etwinning.net/ww/en/pub/etwinning/good_practice.htm (available in 21
languages) good practice examples and other resources are available.
• One practical example in Italy is an initiative by a group of teachers who felt the desire to
dive into the Internet with a website called “Meridiano scuola”
(http://www.meridianoscuola.it/index.php – available in Italian). This site presents several
sections related to many aspects of teaching, including also a section for “media education”.
The site provides an updated list of events taking place in Italy as well as news related to
projects, laws and initiatives focused on media literacy.
2

See also Duncan (2001)
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Teachers are also encouraged to take initiative through awards:
• One Finnish example is the international children’s and young people’s film event Videotivoli
(http://www.videotivoli.fi/index2.htm − available in English and Finnish) in Tampere.
Videotivoli lasts a whole week, during which films and videos made by children younger than
16 years from all continents can be seen. In the year 2005, Videotivoli also arranged a
meeting for animation professionals from the Nordic and Baltic countries and from Southwest
Russia, during which the participants could demonstrate their animation projects and
methods. In addition, the open seminar “From imagination to moving images – practical tools
for video workshops with children”, which was aimed at media educators, school teachers
and other people working with children, took place.
• One example in Austria is the media literacy award (m l a –
http://www.mediamanual.at/mediamanual/projekte/eng_mla.php – available in English and
German) initiated by the Federal Ministry for Education, Science and Culture, in which media
productions by teachers and pupils all over Europe can be handed in. Additionally a platform
for the support of the participants is arranged.
• An European example are the E-Learning Awards of the European Schoolnet. The awards are
aimed at teachers and schools to reward projects, activities, online resources and school
websites for innovation and excellent use of ICT in learning and teaching. More information
can be gathered at http://elearningawards.eun.org/ww/en/pub/elearningawards2005 (available
in English).
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2. Since media education involves such a diversity of skills and expertise, there must be a
collaboration between teachers, parents, researchers and media professionals.
General suggestions and possibilities for the collaboration are for example regular meetings with
interested parents, invitations of researcher and media specialists to schools, classes or parentteacher-conferences.
On the platform Medi@Culture-Online teachers can find an article concerning the parental
involvement in media education. Contents are preliminary ideas, goals, models and selected
methods for the work with parents. The article is available at http://www.mediacultureonline.de/fileadmin/bibliothek/arbeiter_elternarbeit/arbeiter_elternarbeit.pdf (available in German).
The following practical examples should outline, how the collaboration between teachers, parents,
researchers, and media professionals can take place. The projects have been chosen by the official
eSchola national liaisons as example of ICT best practice in European education.
• “Dschola” is an Italian regional project (set up in Piedmont) aimed at stimulating greater
attention to ICT by involving students, teachers and families in partnership with schools. Its
target is to create and stimulate a virtual community for schools through the official website,
improve the excellence of the Centres of Service, Animation and Experimentation through
experimentation activities; stimulate, sustain and improve the training among teachers;
stimulate, sustain and improve the cooperation between the centres and their territorial
schools. Further information can be found at http://www.dschola.it (available in Italian) or at
http://eschola.eun.org/eun.org2/eun/en/eschola2003_Showcase/content.cfm?ov=25681&lang=
en (available in English).
• The “Web@Classroom” project is a Minerva project and involves four primary schools in
Europe - UK, Ireland, Spain and Portugal. It aims to understand the innovation processes in a
classroom permanently connected to the Internet. The impact on teachers (pedagogical
practice, patterns of ICT use in curricular subjects) and on pupils (learning outcomes,
development of research skills, development of skills to critically appraise web-based
information and application of these skills to developing knowledge in the subject area) are of
particular interest. As an action-research project, it uses collaborative work strategies between
researchers, school teachers and pupils to help them integrate ICT into the curriculum. More
information is provided at http://www.minerva.uevora.pt/webclassroom/index.htm (available
in
English,
Portuguese,
and
Spain)
or
at
http://eschola.eun.org/eun.org2/eun/en/eschola2003_Showcase/content.cfm?ov=25396&lang=
en (available in English).
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3. In the classroom media analysis should consist of class discussions and reflection that are
the basis for constructing new knowledge and in which meanings are negotiated. Media
education should be inquiry-centred, co-investigative, egalitarian and dialogic. Students
should develop critical autonomy and be able to make independent judgements on media
texts.
In general, it is important for teachers to consider pupils as equivalent discussion partners and
support reciprocal learning about media. Some pupils are experts at specific media themes and
teachers could encourage them to share their knowledge with each other. When pupils are actively
integrated in media education lessons, productive discussions and independent and critical opinions
about media themes can be the result.
True dialogue is not conducted through loose, rambling discussion but dialectically, leading
students to critical autonomy. Such an expectation implies that they are capable of making
independent judgements on future media texts (Duncan, 2001).
Teachers can orientate on the “Inquiry Model” for teaching media education which is described in
the article: “10 classroom approaches to media literacy” at the Center for Media Literacy
(http://www.medialit.org/reading_room/article338.html – available in English).
Teachers can find know-how for practical media work and lesson modules for different school
levels e.g. on the German platform Medi@Culture-Online (www.mediaculture-online.de – available
in German) and on the Austrian platform Mediamanual (www.mediamanual/leitfaden/index.php –
available in German) and use them for critical media education and to encourage critical opinions.
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4. As an educator encourage in-depth study through comparing the extensive media coverage
of a major media event or new trends in media such as the 'reality television' phenomenon.
Use plenty of surveys to find out what students already know about the media.
To encourage in-depth study media events such as the death of John Paul II, the Asian Tsunami, the
media and the war in Iraq and new media trends such as a new Star Wars film; the trend of
artificially created bands and the impact of the “reality television” phenomenon can be the subject
of analysis in media education lessons. At the Canadian Media Awareness Network
(http://www.media-awareness.ca – available in English and French) many resources and topics are
offered that support in-depth study. Starting in 2001, teachers have access to events and issues from
“young people’s” pop culture available from “Barry’s Bulletin” (http://www.mediaawareness.ca/english/resources/educational/barrys_bulletins/index.cfm – available in English)
created for the Media Awareness Network. Each monthly bulletin offers a treasure trove for
teachers: lessons and activities on current media-related events, reviews of recommended resources,
upcoming events of interest to media educators, and quotes from experts in Canada and around the
world.
A questionnaire concerning the media knowledge of pupils can be found on the platform Mediamanual
(http://www.mediamanual.at/mediamanual/projekte/download/materalien/Frageb_Jugendliche.pdf –
available in German).
A practical example that shows the comparison of different media approaches towards a certain
topic is offered on the platform Medi@Culture-Online with the lesson theme “Matilda – a
comparison of the book and the film” and can be found at http://www.mediacultureonline.de/Literaturverfilmung.575+M5dc88156419.0.html (available in German). Based on the
comparison of the book “Matilda” by Roald Dahl with the film version, students should learn to
identify the special features of films, and how stylistic elements in films can influence the viewers.
To keep up to date on media phenomenon and trends, teachers can use online magazines, newsletter
or platforms. Good resources for this purpose are provided by the Centre for Advanced Technology
in Education of the University of Oregon (http://interact.uoregon.edu/MediaLit/mlr/home/ –
available in English). This site contains links to various teaching resources, online-journals, lesson
plans-units, curriculum standards, research, and courses in media literacy; readings; feature pages
and organisations.
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5. Also include media production in your lessons. Do not only analyse or criticise media, but
do some practical work on media. Good equipment is desirable but not essential. Constructing
different media messages can also be done at little cost.
The area of media production in lessons is wide. Media production does not have to be very
complex. As an example, the construction of posters, photos, storyboards, etc. can be done easily.
Nevertheless the production of internet pages, video, radio and music clips, and other extensive
productions are valuable experiences for pupils. But an important principle to consider is: Quality
before Quantity. For the realisation of projects, teachers can search for help by media experts,
media institutions, and parents.
MediaEd, the UK site for media education, offers general guidelines for media production projects
including factors and basic elements to consider. The guidelines can be read at
http://www.mediaed.org.uk/posted_documents/Firstprod.html (available in English).
On the German platform Medi@Culture-Online (http://www.mediaculture-online.de – available in
German) lesson modules for different school levels show the integration of media production in the
classroom.
One practical example to show how a media production project can be organised and realised
through the collaboration of various institutions is the project “Storymailing”
(http://www.kids.muc.kobis.de/projekte/storymailing/start/storymailing_index_start.htm – available
in German). It was initiated by the “Working Community Game-Landscape City” in Munich and
supported by schools, the city library of Munich, the Siemens Forum and the children’s information
shop. In the project pupils created figures, situations and stories and could realise these ideas in
texts, paintings, role-playing and internet sites. “Storymailing” was designed for children aged eight
to twelve years and methods of active media work were combined with narrative methods and
“game-pedagogic”. In 2003 the “Society for Media Pedagogic” awarded the “Dieter-Baake-Prize”
to this project.
Another example for good media production projects are the winners of the Media Literacy Award
(mla) of the Austrian Federal Ministry for Education, Science and Culture in various categories of
media.
These
winner
projects
are
presented
at
http://www.mediamanual.at/mediamanual/projekte/eng_gewinner.php (available in English and
German) and also as audio or video files (available in German).
The production of portfolios (see also description of evaluation instruments in this document) is an
innovative method which can help to meaningfully integrate media production and media education
as a teaching principle in various lessons. A special type is the celebration portfolio which collects
the work of pupils for a subject or topic whose special object of investigation must be developed by
the pupils for this purpose and enhances a question with pupil’s own workings with help and
feedback of the teacher. More information to the integration of portfolios in lessons can be found at
http://www.learn-line.nrw.de/angebote/portfoliomk/medio/portfolio/index.htm (available in
German).
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6. When constructing and deconstructing media messages specifically take into account the
following, as they are often neglected:
i.) Audience: how each of us makes sense of any media text on the basis of our gender, culture,
race, and our individual and collective needs.
ii.) Institutions: focus on concerns about social, cultural and political relations.
iii.) Industry: including critical topics such as ownership and control, the impact of
transnational corporations and the global economy or cross media merchandising. Help
students investigate monopolies, the extent of corporate resources for advertising and the
incredibly powerful role of public relations' initiatives.
In general, teachers should try to make pupils aware of these topics. As an example, teachers and
pupils can take a look at sites including media representation of schools, hospitals or military and
use documentaries on strong global brands such as Coca Cola and McDonald’s. Teachers should
seek out film, television and sound producers, photographers, journalists, advertisers, public relation
agencies, and other media institutions to help pupils identify how media are developed, how
information is filtered for a specific audience and used for advertisement, and how marketing
strategies are designed, etc. Additionally teachers can organise trips to shopping malls, theme parks,
video arcades or some upscale urban sites that will reveal interesting social and semiotic analysis.
Clues for the critical discussion of topics in relation to audience, institutions and industry can be
found on the Media Awareness portal in an article that describes the key concepts of media literacy
(http://www.media-awareness.ca/english/teachers/media_literacy/key_concept.cfm – available in
English). These key concepts are supplemented by practical examples on the website
http://www.mediaawareness.ca/english/resources/educational/teachable_moments/key_concepts_in_action.cfm
(available in English).
Other helpful articles in relation to media audience, institutions and industry such as Global Media
Issues and topics that deal with Media Industry/Economics are provided at the US-American
“Center for Media Literacy” (http://www.medialit.org/ – under “Media Issues/Topics” – available
in English).
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7. Do not only approach media education from a protectionist point of view. There might be
problematic media consumption. Still, media education should not only judge the pleasure
one can have with media. Teachers should begin by acknowledging their own problematic and
contradictory culture passions and be prepared, when appropriate, to share them.
Teachers can for example encourage students to write thoughtful papers on their media pleasures
and initiate the use of media logs for open-ended responses. Another possibility is a discussion and
critical analysis of soaps, reality-television-formats, computer games and other media productions
and talking about the pleasure caused by these formats – and accept this pleasure. Teachers should
always point out both sides, the negative and the positive and show examples for those as well as
for video and computer games. The main aim is that pupils become critical users and reflect their
own media consumption. For this purpose an equal, critical and collaborative dialogue with pupils
is necessary.
The project “Games bis Augen weg” shows one possibility to realise this guideline and is initiated
by the “Sin-Studio in Net-Society” in Germany. The main objective of the project is to organise a
night for young people to play computer games according to their preferences and not get
proscribed for them. Additionally communication rooms for getting in contact with other players
are offered. The project contains a combination of virtual and real experience rooms in a
collaborative atmosphere. Among adolescents also parents and pedagogues have the opportunity to
test computer games, watch games and players and form an opinion about the topic. The connective
character of games is used to create collaborative experiences for the players. Further information is
available at http://www.medienpaedagogik-online.de/mkp/00429/druck.pdf (available in German)
or at http://www.sin-net.de (available in German).
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8. Teach not only 'through' but also 'about' the media. Talk about media critically and be
open about political issues that may implicitly influence the media messages. The media
classroom deserves openness, intellectual rigor, enthusiasm and a willingness to take risks.
Teachers can model texts with interesting constructions and encourage students to investigate
examples which they might take for granted, e.g. newspaper, articles, documentaries, and
commercials.
One method for exploring media is project work. Pupils are responsible for their own activities,
learning effects and outcomes and teachers support them. Although project work implies a little
amount of risk, teachers should apply it in media education lessons because it offers an atmosphere
of openness, activity and creativity and makes pupils independent and critical users of media. A
general guideline for project work can be found at http://mnsp.bildungrp.de/alt/materialienprojektarbeit.htm (available in German).
Basic knowledge and know-how of media and media production that can be used for investigation
is offered on the German platform Medi@Culture-Online (http://www.mediacultureonline.de/Know-how.37.0.html – available in German), the Austrian platform Mediamanual
(http://www.mediamanual.at/mediamanual/leitfaden/index.php – available in German), etc.
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9. Encourage searching for different opinions and statements aside from mainstream media.
Use concrete topics to demonstrate how the dominant media are able to manufacture consent.
Try to encourage students to transfer their insights gathered in classroom into other areas of
everyday life: the politics of schooling, the role of authority in the family, the world of work.
Explore alternatives to mainstream media. Look for media books and periodicals offering
alternatives to mainstream media coverage. As well, you might want to consider novels with
media themes as a stimulating classroom resource.
Teachers can use the bounty of material on topics such as the Iraq War and the tobacco industry PR
spin etc. to demonstrate how the dominant media are able to manufacture consent. Teachers should
also encourage mainstream readings of popular texts e.g. “Friends”, “Dawson’s Creek”, and “Do
you want to be a millionaire?” and then model some oppositional readings.
A practical example is the Italian initiative “Radioscuola. La voce degli studenti”. It has been
created in Pisa and can be considered as a repository of experiences from adolescents, who talked
about the impact of media on topics of common interest like war, identity and health. An article
related
to
this
project
can
be
found
at
http://www.ilmediario.it/cont/articolo.php?canale=Radio&articolo=148 (available in Italian).
Teachers should offer alternatives to mainstream media: Among the subscription of “Media
Entertainment Journals” also periodicals such as Media Studies Journals, etc. can be included in the
classroom’s media perspectives.
An example for a printed alternative medium in Italy is provided through the initiative of the
newspaper “L’Avvenire”. In a nation of people who have lost grip with reading, this newspaper
published a bimonthly issue aimed at children which presents topics in a very simple way, without
including advertisements, famous singers or actors to lure children to read, only by presenting news
through words. The issue is called “Popotus” (http://www.popotus.it/ – available in Italian) and has
also involved some Italian primary schools into the creation of their own newspaper.
In the web catalog “Allemannda” (http://www.allemannda.com – under “News and Media” −
available in 14 languages), teachers can find many resources concerning all kinds of media, such as
media statistics, mainstream and alternative media, journals, etc.
Teachers can incorporate in media studies the most useful insights of media critics such as Noam
Chomsky, Herbert Schiller, and Mark Crispin Miller but should avoid being seduced into rigidly
holding monolithic interpretations which may be occasionally tinged with paranoia.
As well, novels with media themes such as Burgess: Clockwork Orange; Kosinski: Being There; De
Lillo: White Noise; Copeland: Generation X. and Willis: Bellwether can be used as stimulating
classroom resources.
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10. Try to stay up to date! Constantly changes occur concerning media, especially new media.
To stay relevant, media education must address comprehensively the new and converging
communication technologies, from multimedia to the Internet. New media also have different
forms of media language as opposed to traditional media.
Teachers can get informed about news through media education portals, newsletter and onlinemagazines:
• The European Centre for Media Literacy (ECML – http://www.ecml-eu.org – available in
English, Finnish, German, and Italian) offers a content repository, a collection of links and
articles concerning media literacy and related themes and the European Media Literacy
Online Review (EMLR), a bimonthly newsletter presenting current news, articles and
organisations related to media literacy.
• The Media Literacy Review of the Centre for Advanced Technology in Education of the
University of Oregon (http://interact.uoregon.edu/MediaLit/mlr/home/ – available in English)
contains resource links to several teaching resources, online-journals, etc.; article collection;
feature pages and organisations.
• The Center for Media Literacy (CML - http://www.medialit.org – available in English)
provides many materials and resources in the area of media education and media literacy and
a periodic newsletter for teachers including announcements of new books, videos and
teaching materials and links to resources, free downloadable lesson plans, articles, news and
ideas for media education.
• The German portal for Media Competence “Mekonet” (http://www.mekonet.de – available in
German) provides among many other resources a newsletter for current information in the
area of media competence.
• Several news in the area of eLearning are offered by the “elearningpost”-newsletter which can
be subscribed at http://www.elearningpost.com (available in German).
• The Journal of Interactive Media in Education aims at the improvement of teaching and
learning through better interactive media. It is available online at www-jime.open.ac.uk
(available in English).
• The German-speaking online-magazine “Medienpädagogik” is a magazine for theory and
practice of media education and offered at http://www.medienpaed.com (available in
German).
Teachers can take part in training courses and workshops.
• Teachers should be proactive and take part in courses and workshops in media pedagogic and
other related topics offered by pedagogic institutes, universities, and various media
institutions. For example in Austria the “WienXtra Media Centre”
(http://www.medienzentrum.at – available in German) offers a basic course for media
education which lasts for two semesters.
• Teachers can also participate in courses, trainings and programmes provided and supported by
the Ministries of Education. In Germany the project “El3” (http://www.el3.de/start.html –
available in German), which is financed by the Federal Ministry of Education and Science
within the programme “New Media in Education” deals with eTeaching and eLearning in
teacher education. The outcomes of the project comprise net-supported teaching resources for
all school levels and courses offered by several institutions. Main target of the project is to
point out the potential of new media in concrete subjects.
• Another way for further training is to take part in online courses. For example in Austria the
“E-Lisa-Academy” (http://www.e-lisa-academy.at – available in German) in collaboration
with all pedagogical institutes for teacher education provides basic education of teachers in
the area of “internet and teaching”.
Teachers should also ask their pupils and learn from them!
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11. Get in contact with other teachers! Educators need to keep up with this constantly
changing field and share ideas with colleagues.
Teachers can communicate and cooperate through portals:
• The European Schoolnet Teachers´ portal (http://eschoolnet.eun.org/ – available in Dutch,
English, French, and German) supports teachers to find partner for projects, and enables the
communication of teachers all over Europe.
• On the portal of the Virtual School (http://vs.eun.org – available in English), which is
managed by the European Schoolnet, teachers have the opportunity to join several
communities differentiated for teachers of various school subjects, e.g. the community for
media teachers.
• The portal “elearningeuropa” (http://www.elearningeuropa.info – available in 20 languages) is
an initiative of the European Commission and provides among other services several forums
in the field of eLearning, media education and ICT in a participation area.
• The European Centre for Media Literacy (ECML − http://www.ecml-eu.org – available in
English, Finnish, German, and Italian) has launched an online community for all those who
wish to share their experience as teachers or educators in the field of media literacy. It can be
found at the website http://community.eun.org/entry_page.cfm?area=1794 (available in
English, Finnish, German, and Italian).
Another way to share ideas with colleagues and to communicate is to participate e.g. in
events such as workshops and conferences. To be informed about current events, teachers can
subscribe e.g. newsletters that includes an event calendar, such as the European Media Literacy
Online Review (EMLR) of the European Centre for Media Literacy (ECML − http://www.ecmleu.org – available in English, Finnish, German, and Italian) or regional ones, such as the Austrian
newsletter by the “FH Joanneum” (http://serverprojekt.fh-joanneum.at/sp/index.php – available in
German) that is informing about events in the area of e-Learning.
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Abstract
Mediated communication in 2010 is an invitation to join a dialog of future of digital literacy. It will
not give answers or predict what the industry will be like or the technological development. Idea of
the paper is to warm up and prepare for dialog by thinking of ones own situation in 2010.
Motivation for use of media – mediated communication – is seen fairly stable. I don’t expect much
change on why we communicate in next five years.
Introduction
I am trying to understand what skills we need in order to communicate with help of media. I use
“media” in a meaning of a medium in mediated communication (Email, package, newspaper,
telephone, in a very broad sense). I have studied, used and taught media skills for decades, but I am
a beginner in science. I started my doctoral studies on this subject in January 2004. This paper is a
part of a process of finding my personal way of doing research. My approach at the moment is very
practical. It’s an instrumental understanding of knowledge. If the model or mental construction
(theory) helps us in understanding the reality and helps us in everyday life, for me it means that it’s
true.
This paper is one of the first steps of a project to develop a model for learning and teaching media
skills. This is a multidisciplinary quest that has too much information for anyone to understand. My
solution is to try to solve the question in collaboration with others. For others to share their views,
we need a common ground for dialog – and a personal interest from everyone.
“Mediated communication in 2010” paper builds a common ground for dialog. Common ground
can be called researchers pre-understanding. This is a very important step. (It’s very much the same
as doing a literary research, with a strong drive to document your own presumptions.) In this paper
the pre-understanding is build about media in near future. Future is important because we teach
skills to people for future use. For this reason it is good to anticipate the future – which is not an
easy task.
Method – collaborative action research
First part of the method is to build a pre-understanding. This is not an approach in which you have
to follow a routine to make the experiment repeatable. Goal is to understand your own
presumptions. Get to know your own thoughts by reading, observing, discussion the subject, but
assumption is that no one has time to read everything that has been published. In multidisciplinary
research idea of systematic literary study is not practical. Purpose for pre-understanding is to get
enough knowledge to be able to discuss the subject with others.
For me writing a literature study is personal dialog with the text you find relevant.
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So if you read something interested in this paper, check the original source. I only write
interpretations of the original text and the ideas that come from the text. I hope the paper is read in a
constructive manner. Try to understand what this could be about and after that critically find short
comings and bad logic. I appreciate arguments with examples from real life. Dialog turns to debate
by use of arguments, but this is difficult to avoid in scientific discussions and debate is much better
than no feedback.
For me dialog is very important as a method of building ones understanding (Aarnio & Enqvist,
2005). Observation and contemplation is the essence of research, but we can try to learn from other
peoples experience too. Only problem is that communication is full of interpretation. It’s difficult to
invent anything practical with out some practical experience. We use words to build our cognitive
models and communicate. It’s a very poor method of transferring practical experience from person
to person or to document it to books.
In research we have a desire to think logically but we also assume that human beings behave
logically, rationally. I am not rational. I think that a person would be considered mentally ill, if he
acted logically in our society.
Research of future
Winston (1998) presents an explaining model about change. The scientific understanding provides
the basis for the innovations. For diffusion an invention has to have a social need and it must win
the powers which resist the change. The invention affects the established actors' position which tries
to retain their own positions by resisting reforms. Even though the model of change shows that
innovations come from a long path of development rather than a sudden revolution, Winstons also
shows that it’s very hard to predict what innovation will become popular.
I am citing a Suomi2015 report “Tärkein tulevaisuuden tekijä on kansakunta itse. Sen on itse
muokattava kohtalonsa” (Sitra, 2000). My translation: the most important factor of the future is a
nation itself. It must build its’ fate itself.
I don’t have a say in Finland’s future, not even power to change things at my work place. But I can
decide what kind of television set we have at home – if my wife approves. I do have a say on things
that are privet – like my mobile phone or laptop and so on. I think it is easier for me to try to think
about the future in terms of what it will be for me and in situations that I can influence. For me an
interesting question is what kind of technological and media environment will I have five years
from now. If someone else is interested in their future, I have a possibility for a dialog, and after 3 –
4 groups of dialogs, I have something to say about our expectations for future. Remember that this
is just first step for a project to build a practical approach to teach media skills. Our image of future
sets a basic tone for this project and at the same time it helps me to learn my research tool.
Some things will change in five years, but not everything. We can use human nature (behaviour) as
one stable element in predicting mediated communication in year 2010. The basic need and
functions for using media will be similar.
Functions for mediated communication
My approach is instrumental. I am looking for practical solutions. Very logical question for me is to
ask, how do we use media now and assume that the motives for using mediated communication are
similar in 2010. (At least for the moment.) Let’s look at mediated communication from five points
of view: reading, writing, understanding, entertainment and routine. The categories are little fuzzy
and need more thinking about.
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1. Reading, viewing, listening and finding information
More information is published than fastest reader can read. Finding information is business. For the
search of information the future promises new possibilities. The use of a semantic web and
metadata should be in common use in 2010 (Behrendt, 2005; Carnegie Mellon, ; Lopez, 2005;
López-Cima, 2005; Raske2. menetelmiä julkishallinnon tietojärjestelmien ja web-palveluiden
integrointiin.).
Mobile internet will give access to search from every place and 24/7. And innovations RDIF tags
fill make it easy to target search exactly to your personal needs. Critical reading is ever more
important in future.
Today journalism is in crises and nothing indicates that it will be better in future. Nowadays 5% of
the users of the Internet use RSS feeds. RSS-feed is offered by the producers and mass media of
news from which the reader can personalize news coverage. Google might be the biggest news
agency in near future(Balez, 2005). For television viewers it will be easy to record or save multiple
services from multiple sources and even share programs pear to pear.
In future I will have more choices from which to choose, if I want to. It’s more work to program
your own media channels, but it might give me more time to watch the programs I want to instead
of surfing channels during adds? In We Media report is predicted that half of the news in mass
media will come from bloggers in 2020 (Bowman & Willis, 2003). So I’ll be reading bloggers, but
also writing blogs.
2. Writing and influencing
In addition to critical reading, the digital communication and media skills mean the ability to
produce and to publish, share ones contents. At the moment “Content is King”, but this slogan is
also debated and changing to a slogan “Context is King”. (Just search Google with works “content,
king, context” for reference. 29th of April my result was about 3 000 000 hits.)
In future content just might be more personal like family photos or voIP and video conferences with
friends oversees. At the moment content is associated with commercial content production, but it’s
a very elitist view. Only very few can be a professional movie director, but very many have
something to say to a small audience. Content becomes context. It’s important where and to whom
you’re telling your story. If you have something interesting to say your message will be found by
powerful search engines and intelligent agents and if it is interesting to large audience, it will find
its’ way to mass media.
I will write about things that interest me to my friends. Some are public and some are private. I
don’t see any reason to share family photos or videos with others than family and closes friends.
But on the other hand I welcome dialog on view and ideas of various things. I believe that sharing is
thinking with multiple “brains” - although a lot is lost in the “data” transfer.
Making videos and writing in foreign languages will be easier in future. Programs will assist you in
editing and publishing your media (and also for the reader, select the information they are interested
in from the audio or video stream). You can publish it in various languages or the reader can
translate it to their own. It works already in some level and it gives amusing moments to readers.
3. Understanding – sharpening your mental representation
Media literacy is a tool to make structure in thoughts. Many of us use writing as clearing our head
or we draw ideas on paper to get a better picture for example a mind map technique. (Like a
semantic web, isn’t it?) By publishing and feedback one gets more views and we can look at the
issue in new point of view. I think that I will use media as a way of getting new ideas and comments
in 2010. Just the tools to present my ideas will develop. Like 3D applications will help explaining
human motions better than I can now with drawing or video. Connecting motion capture to video
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and transferring the data to 3D environment that calculates physical factors and the result is easy to
view in internet.
4. Entertainment and escapism
Media is used for relaxation and for escaping our presence and it will be the same in year 2010. We
just have more possibilities and immersive and interactive media. More channels with low quality
content and more access to high quality too, but with a price tag.
5. Routine and need for being together
Suoninen (2004) wrote about use of media which is related to the daily routine or to the social
situation. So media is not consumed because of the contents. When watching television, one can
relax and the actual programme is not so important. It might be a moment of social pounding.
Mediated communication and media industry
Mediated communication starts somewhere from the cave paintings development of signs, writing
and print. This opens a nice discussion about power of administration and media. Media and society
are link somehow. Some say that the media defines our social structure and I disagree, of course. I
prefer the thinking of Winston, that changes are involved by scientific knowledge and needs of
societies. Media industry and society interact.
Well the interesting development comes when information is accessible to most of us and we all
have an equal opportunity to publish our thoughts. Of course economical resources gives power to
buy attention – time that reader uses by delivering high quality content that is appealing.
Communications is business and very often in business big grow bigger. It is possible to find a
“niche”. A small area of expertise that makes one interesting. In 2010 I think that we all have an
opportunity to find our “niche”. It’s our friends and people who know us.
Media industry might be worried about their future. Newspapers don’t sell paper as much as they
used to and television is loosing young viewers. Business is business and they will just find a new
way of making money. We will have “mobile television”, ipod education and new reality interactive
games that are played by using satellite GPS.
BUT in personal view, will I stop my newspaper subscription? or stop paying my TV-license? No, I
will continue to browse a newspaper in the morning and watch television in the evening in 2010.
But next year I will buy a new digital paper and start reading latest news and stories where ever I
want to and use our forests for recreation. Mediated communication in 2010 will be a very
integrated part of our living. There is an industry called “Digital Home Industry” that has interesting
views for our future (Sasaki, 2005).
Conclusions
As you might have noticed this story is just in starting to develop. I am building a preunderstanding of mediated communication. It is not about capitalism or globalism or any other
“ism”. Research for me is simply trying to understand our world and what we are doing here. In that
sense it is very personal.
It is very easy to loose sight on the purpose of this exercise. I just want to find an easier way to
learn to communicate better and to communicate more and a model for teaching it to others. If it
works in some circumstances, I am contempt.
Question of scientific quality or relevance of a approach like this is an issue of debate. Scholars
fond of qualitative methods might not like this because the success is verified by empirical
experiment (validation). Old school researcher would not like the quest of pre-understanding and
loosely structured research setting and lack of statistically good enough data to make
generalizations.
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This is all true, but is not important. Important is the development and understanding that comes in
the process of finding out things. Contribution to scientific discussion comes in form of practical
experience and hopefully it helps to build a theory later.
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When speaking about media education, the European picture is very heterogeneous and this does
not only refer to the term as such – the most common terms being media education, media literacy,
moving image education or more restrictedly film education– but also its definition and its
implementation.
The good news is that there are already a lot of activities in the field in a lot of EU member states
and their number is still increasing. Those activities are not only carried out within the formal, but
also the informal out-of-school context. On the other hand, there are also some EU member states,
both existing and accession states, as well as all the EU candidate countries without any activities
from the media literacy field being part of the education at school. If projects are carried out at all in
those countries, they are mostly implemented on an informal level and driven by the motivation of
some few individuals. The development and the implementation of structures for media education is
not at all on an equal level throughout Europe and there seems to be a huge gap between some of
the member states already dealing with media education for years and those countries who have no
sustainable infrastructure at all for the integration and implementation of media education at their
schools. It can be summarized, though, that all of the EU countries see the necessity and are
therefore keen on making media education a vital part of their school education.
Comparing the different EU member states, including the acceding states and the candidate
countries, it is evident that the structures of the implementation of media education at schools differ
from one country to the next. Obviously, the activities in the media literacy field are very much
depending on the interests that the respective government is pursuing and the financial support that
is donated to it. It seems to me that besides of the Scandinavian countries who are among the
leaders and pioneers in the field, the UK, the Netherlands, but also some of the new EU member
states such as Hungary provide for good examples: in most of those countries, the national film and
media institutes (which in most of the cases are also responsible for the national film and media
heritage) are bundling forces with the government and the industry, implementing a more or less
sustainable structure to guarantee and to foster media education at schools. For example, the
national film or media institutes offer teacher training courses, provide study guides for teachers
and scholars, foster school-cinema co-operations, prepare workshops for classes, and develop
innovative projects.
In Finland, the year 2004 was dedicated to film and media education, and has, thus, fostered the
debate throughout the country. In 2004, a lot of workshops, festivals and projects dealt with media
education, and all those activities, having been supported financially by the Finish Ministry of
Education, contributed to give new impulses and to found new and sustainable structures for further
development in the field.
Best practice for guaranteeing sustainability and continuity in the context of media education is to
rely on several different financial sources and combining interests from different backgrounds, e.g.
in ideal circumstances, the respective government, national ministries, local and regional
authorities, the media industry, European funding, motivated individuals, whether they are teachers,
scholars, experts, researchers and multipliers are involved in the process.
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When it comes to the curricular location of media education, a lot of different approaches are in
practice throughout Europe: in most of the EU member states, media education is not a specific
subject, but integral part of other subjects such as fine arts, history, foreign languages, or the mother
tongue (“cross-curricular approach”). Only in very few of the EU member states - for example in
Hungary - media education is a specific subject.
It cannot be denied that media education is a key skill and core literacy, and therefore should ideally
be considered in a cross-curricular and subject-specific approach.
It has to be emphasised, though, that media education is not yet part of the curriculum in every EU
member state, and there are still too many EU member states not having media education at all on
the national agenda.
The conference on “Media Education in Europe”, having taken place in Belfast in May 2004,
helped to identify several key areas that have to be targeted in the near future:
1) Evaluation and Assessment:
It is evident that the evaluation and assessment of projects from the media literacy context have
been neglected in the past. The results of these projects will have to be analysed in depth to gain
knowledge that will be helpful for further activities and make planning for policy easier. It will be
the task of researchers and experts from different disciplines to develop useful and effective
methods and tools that can be applied for the evaluation and the assessment of media literacy
projects.
2) Teacher Training:
Implementing media education at schools can only be seen as the first step; the qualification of all
teachers is crucial to successfully taking up and establishing media education. In some of the EU
countries, teachers are offered continuing professional development in the field, but attendance is
mostly voluntary and still very much depending on the motivation of the individual teacher.
Whether initial teacher training can be implemented and is favourable is very much depending on
the infrastructure and conditions as well as on the school systems in the different countries. In
Hungary, where media education is a specific subject of the curriculum, initial teacher training is
progressively implemented.
Teachers from different disciplines and school types as well as from different European countries
should share knowledge and develop effective ways for teacher training in their respective
countries.
3) Active Media Education – Practical Production Work:
Experts and professionals from different backgrounds agree on the fact that the importance of
practical production work has been underestimated in the past. Cecilia von Feilitzen, Scientific
Coordinator, The International Clearinghouse on Children, Youth and Media, Nordicom, Göteborg
University, is correct when she states that the creative and practical process of media production
work will automatically lead to reflection and critical thinking.1
In the different EU member states, practical production work is again done at very various levels. In
the “pioneer countries” mentioned above, the respective film and media institutes are offering
practical workshops for school classes and teacher training in the field. The technical infrastructure
at schools or at the local media centres is in most cases provided by the government. In other
European Union member states, practical production work is mainly carried out on an informal
1

“Promoting the Viewers’ Rights”
by Cecilia von Feilitzen, Scientific Coordinator, The International
Clearinghouse on Children, Youth and Media, Nordicom, Göteborg University, Sweden; presented at
’Advancing the European Viewers Interests’, Lucca, Italy, 22-23 October 2004, Session III: Media Literacy
and Education in Europe
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level and in an out-of-school environment. Again, the activities in the field are still too much
depending on the technical and financial infrastructure provided by the respective government, and
on the motivation of some few individuals.
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Abstract
Applying the Huizinga’s concept of Homo Ludens and the post-modern theories of mass media to
the social space of the Internet this paper states that in the global network the identities are often
built on the element of play. This is valid for both the playing of games and the interpersonal
communication in general. The new medium imposes a new cultural context where the individuals
may have a set of individual and collective identities, some of them false and fictional. This is why
at the end the paper expresses some doubts on the belief that the Internet facilitates the
intercultural exchange and interpersonal understanding.
The main statement of this paper is that in the Internet the identities are often forged by and
through play. Applying the concept of Homo Ludens, introduced by Huizinga, and the postmodern
theories, developed by Baudrillard and Lyotard, to the social space of the Internet, I try to prove that
in the Internet the traditional understanding of both play and playing man has been subverted. This
holds true for the individuals playing games as well as for the human interaction and interpersonal
communication in general. In this paper I also share the constructivist approach in the social
sciences according to which the identity is not a given and finished product but rather, it is being
continuously constructed, shaped and reshaped by individuals and communities. From this point of
view the identity is highly dependent on the social and cultural context.
In the history of human communities all the changes in the social context, such as the
invention or the improvement of tools for example, have provoked considerable shifts of the
collective identities too. In the first half of the 20th century the major transformation of the social
context is due to the invasion of mass media in everyday life. Today the Internet, in creating virtual
reality, imposes a new perception of time and space and becomes a significant challenge to the
individual and collective identities too. Also, in the medium the mono-cultural context, typical of
the previous epochs, has been reshaped into a multi-cultural and intercultural context of pluralism.
This shift of the social context and respectively of the individual and collective identities is
especially evident when examining the way the people play and communicate in the Internet.
Some of the most frequently visited sites and web-pages in the global network are the
computer games. They provide much entertainment, active relaxation or extreme excitement.
Namely by means of the computer game the play revives as a cultural and social phenomenon and
Homo Ludens (the playing man) seems to be the correct definition of the people surfing in the net.
This is why the reconsideration of the concept of play is more than necessary.
Two basic categories of play have been outlined in the social sciences. The first one – the so
called “child’s play” – is typical of animals and children. It has an impulsive character and is
closely related to the instinctive behaviour. Most of the scholars agree that the primary function of
the child’s play is the gathering of knowledge. Through it the children establish close contacts
between each other and learn how to communicate. The second category of play, or the “social
play”, is considered to be typical of the adult people. It is usually done for pleasure, entertainment
and recreation. Johan Huizinga is one of the first researchers who provide a detailed analysis of the
social play. His main statement is that the play is not an element of culture but the culture itself in
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its first stage had the character, form and spirit of play. The scholar finds out the play in language,
myth, religion, war, and in all the human activities without any exception. Thus he comes to the
conclusion that culture is not grounded on the play, but rather, it is a play itself (Huizinga, 2000).
This theory is later confirmed by Goffman (1959:28) who sees everyday life as a kind of
performance. According to him both the performer and the audience can be convinced in the truth
of the presentation and only the sociologist may have any doubt about it. Thus the theories of
Huizinga and Goffman impose a certain world view that could be summarized in the statement
“Life is a play” or “Everything is a play”.
This worldview turns out to be valid and applicable to the social space of the Internet. At the
same time in the new medium the basic characteristics of play have changed radically. This shift
concerns both the child’s play and the social play of the adult people. For instance, the virtualization
of time and space presupposes some of the basic advantages of the Internet game. One does not
need any means of play, such as cards, ball, dice, etc. The computer is sufficient and provides
everything. The different games can be changed very quickly and there is no need to look for other
players – the person can also play alone and the computer introduces virtual partners to him. The
game does not any longer depend on the weather conditions and the players can save much time
necessary to go to the sport-yard or to the nearest check-club. In such a way the games in the
electronic network often replace the traditional games in reality.
Together with this some quite new games of different genres have appeared: fantasy, science
fiction, romance and action. All of them are equally preferred by children and adults. The players
enter a hi-tech world, which in contrast to the traditional games in reality, possesses a higher degree
of simulation and makes possible the total penetration and indulgence in the play. Thus in the
Internet the age does not any longer matter. Playing the same games the children turn into adults
and the adults become children and all of them are equal players in the net. In such a way the
borders between the child’s play and the social play of the adult people blur and the very
differences between children and adults disappear. This means that only one category remains valid
in the global network – the playing individual or Homo Ludens.
At the same time, from the perspective of Huizinga and Goffman’s theories, Internet itself
can also be perceived as an enormous play. Thus the concept of Homo Ludens has to be applied not
only to the particular games played in the global network but also to the human interaction and
interpersonal communication in general. There are a great number of individuals and societies who
communicate with each other by e-mails and chats. This gives way to a new phenomenon: Internet
acquaintances, friendships and flirts. A considerable literature has already been compiled on the
human interaction via computers. The researchers are clearly divided into two basic groups. Some
scholars emphasize the positive impact of the medium on society and state that it does not radically
alter the social bases of communities and identities (Wynn & Katz 1997: 298). Others underline the
psychological disturbances, crises of identities and addictive behaviour caused by the excessive use
of the Internet. Thus new concepts, or more concretely diagnoses, have already been introduced in
the American psychiatry: “pathological computer use disorder” and “Internet addiction disorder”.
The most frequent symptoms of these psychic disorders are the destroyed marriages, loss of work or
dropping out of school. This paper disagrees with the first group of scholars and argues that the
global network not only alters the image of social communities but also engenders the shift of the
traditional identities and the appearance of quite new type of individual and collective identities –
the virtual ones.
An empirical study conducted by McCown et al. (2001: 595) shows that even when there is
no addiction to the medium, the interpersonal relations formed in the Internet have some negative
features. 77% of the men and 46 % of the women out of the 30 people, systematically examined in
the research, reported lying in general. Also, nearly 50% of the men tended to lie about age and
physical appearance. Another study of Bargh & McKenna (2004: 581-582) intends to prove the
positive impact of the medium on society. The scholars point to the statistics showing that: 1). most
of the people report being able to express their “true” selves to their partner in the Internet, rather
than face-to-face; and that 2). long-distance couples report higher satisfaction compared with
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geographically close relationships due to the tendency to idealize one’s often-absent partner. These
two characteristics, perceived as advantages of the Internet by the scholars, for me prove quite the
opposite, namely that the new medium could become in some cases a kind of ersatz for the real
social life. In this respect even some of the ardent defenders of the global network community
confess that the Internet could, indeed, have some negative impact on social and personal
relationships (Shaw & Gant 2002: 158).
From the empirical studies compiled two basic models of typical Internet behaviour
could be outlined. In the first one the individuals tend to lie about their personality, education, work,
way of life, etc. and provide false information (McCown et al 2001). This means that they often
play roles and present themselves as what in reality they are not. Such behaviour most often
functions as a compensatory mechanism for the hidden psychological complexes. In the second
model the individuals tend to reveal themselves fully but preserve their anonymity. This is
especially true for people with stigmatized identities, such as homosexuality or fringe political
beliefs, as shown by Bargh & McKenna (2004:582-583). They easily find forum for their
convictions in the Internet but most often remain “persona incognita”. Both models of behaviour
cannot be practically held outside of the global network. This is why they contribute to the
establishment of quite new interpersonal and social relationships. These relationships are somehow
always related to the element of play in the global network. The individuals hide the truth or reveal
only part of it, or in the case when they reveal it fully, they remain anonymous. Independently to
what extent they are conscious of their activity, the latter could be recognized by the scholar as a
“play”. But if the observer detects the element of play in the interpersonal communication in the
Internet, the individuals themselves can truly believe in the authenticity of their self-constructed
image. Thus for them the act of play is no longer a play but the reality itself.
So, in the new social and cultural context, created by the medium, there is no longer
distinction between play and non-play, between reality and non-reality, between facts and
imagination. All these characteristics hold especially true of the aesthetics of postmodernism. The
founders of the postmodern theory – Baudrillard and Lyotard – proclaim the exhaustion of the
social sense in postmodern times. One of the key ideas of Baudrillard’s works, for example, is the
end of the social in the contemporary epoch. According to him this means the disappearance of the
autonomous subject and his/her blending into an undifferentiated mass together with other once
individual units (Baudrillard 1978). This idea of Baudrillard is later developed to the extreme in the
book “Fatal strategies”, dedicated to the impact of mass media on social life. Although he does not
vision the Internet, his theory is even more applicable to the new medium than to the television.
Baudrillard (1983:14) states: “The real disappears for the sake of the more real of the real: the
hyper-real. This is the simulation”. Moreover, according to the philosopher, if earlier separate
subjects blended into an undifferentiated mass, nowadays object, event and sense disappear from
the horizon. In the present epoch of mass-media and “simulation” individuals become screens and
respond to simulation with simulation.
Although Lyotard disagrees with this pessimistic theory of Baudrillard, he too underlines the
transformation of identities dependent on the mass media. In the process of the “language game”
(here Lyotard even gives up this term preferred by him in his earlier works and replaces it by a new
term, “regime of phrases”) the individual subject fragments into a number of subjects, every one of
which could become the “other” and “different” (Lyotard 1986). The universality of the human
situation is irreversibly lost. Thus, on the one hand, the traditional understanding of the “self” and
the “other” is destroyed, because the relationships between them are multifarious and intermingling.
On the other hand, there is a process of construction and multiplication of new identities. Thus it
turns out that in postmodernity there is a new trend towards identity fragmentation in which totally
new types of self-consciousness appear.
The postmodern theories of Baudrillard and Lyotard predict to a great extent the processes
of identity construction in the social space of the Internet. The identities are not only forged in
hesitation between reality and non-reality, between true life and play but they are also being
constantly multiplied. The individuals may easily switch from the “real” to the chosen “ought”
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identity. Thus the medium engenders the possibility to build up new fictive “selves” and to multiply
them. If the global electronic media radio and television promote universal values, thus contributing
to the moulding of a universal cultural identity, the Internet – quite the opposite, by introducing the
elements of play and fiction, entails the multiplication of identity and the possibility to affirm
various faces of the “self”.
This is how quite new virtual identities appear too. Their existence is dependent on
the specific characteristics of time and space in the Internet. In the global network past and future
vanish and the time is concentrated in the only present moment. The space also shrinks but becomes
also multidimensional. A number of “here” and “there” appear and the individuals seem to be
located simultaneously in two or even more places – they are in front of the computer, somewhere
in the electronic network, close to the other persons with whom they communicate… Namely the
virtualization of both communities and identities presupposes also the limitations of the current
social research. When it comes to identity formation and human relationships, the observation and
the psychological analysis based on it still remains one of the most reliable methods. But Internet
with its virtual time and space and virtual human interaction confronts the scholars with a barrier up
to now insurmountable. Virilio (1993: 196-197) is the first scholar to state that the virtual reality
brings to the fore the impossibility to precisely position the subject. The later presupposes the crisis
of all scientific prognostications. Virtualization is then equivalent to delocalization of the subject,
which shows in practice the invalidity of the traditional methods of research.
Developing further the idea of Virilio, I argue that the delocalization of the individual in the
network entails significant identity transformations. The virtuality of time and space changes the
very perception of human belonging. The individual is somewhere, in a multitude of places in the
virtual reality and concretely nowhere. He does not belong physically to a given community, nor
does the community possess its traditional material and physical image. In the virtual reality both
communities and individuals become virtual. This means the splitting of the personality between the
physical and technological, between the material and spiritual, between the visible and non-visible.
In this sense the virtual reality engenders the formation and multiplication of virtual
identities, both individual and collective. They are as much a part of the traditional identities of the
individual as separate and independent because they owe their existence to the radically new virtual
setting. The virtual identities are for an individual what the shadow is for the human body. It is an
inseparable part of the body but also independent, separately measurable, shrinking, stretching and
changing its position towards it. The virtual identities are related in the same way to the other,
traditional identities. They result from them but in the virtual space and time they seem to be
independent and even the only valid. Outside of the Internet the virtual identities cease to exist. In
this respect the virtual communities and identities are much more unstable, vulnerable and changing
than the traditional ones.
The question spontaneously rising from the observations above is what the effects on individual and
collective identities will be in the future when a true virtual reality is achieved by means of a special
virtual machine. This is a technical equipment including glasses with sensors, reading the
movement of the eyes and creating a three-dimensional reality. This device, although imperfect, is
already a fact and there is a tendency for some people to use it in the Internet games. The machine
extends the scope of the human perceptions, successfully simulating real situations and even such
that are untypical of the real life. Thus it creates particular emotional experiences varying from fear
and horror to pleasure and delight. The expectations are for this machine to be introduced in
common practice as an inseparable part of the Internet communication after a decade. Through it
the individuals will be able to participate in common games, sharing similar emotions. But what the
effects of this emotionally linking will be is a debatable question.
If nowadays the Internet is only a medium, in the true virtual or cyber reality it will be
transformed into an active object and the individuals will be conformed to it. Thus the virtual
machine will no longer be a tool or a means of communication but an active unit, modeling the
behaviour of individual. However, this situation reminds once again of the nihilistic postmodern
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theory of mass communication developed by Baudrillard. With the mass introduction of this new
virtual technology the Internet could, indeed, replace the traditional social spaces, intensifying the
loneliness, depression and alienation in reality. It could also be used, in the same way as the drugs
and the alcohol, as a stimulant for psychic experiences. Thus the pathological misuse of the Internet
may become a real threat.
This tendency is yet only one of the possible alternatives for development of the global
medium. But even today there are some signs of it. It seems that the more the individuals
communicate in the Internet, the less they communicate in the real communities. This correlation is
confirmed by some empirical studies and especially by the so-called “Internet Paradox study”,
tracked over a 2-year-period. According to the results of it the individuals who use regularly the
Internet report diminishing communication in the family as well as in their local social network.
They are also much more susceptible to daily stress, loneliness and depression (Shaw & Gant 2002:
158). However, all this does not necessarily entail that the Internet has less advantages than
negative impact on society. Rather, it means that together with the real merits of the medium some
of its negative effects should be kept in mind too.
From the above given observations it could be concluded that the Internet becomes one of
the most powerful social factors modeling principally new communities and identities. All this is
achieved through the introduction of the element of play. Thus Homo Ludens in the postmodern
time, compared to his forefathers from the previous modernist epoch, represents a new stage of
social and cultural development. If in the modernist era the individual and collective identities were
strictly organized in definite value systems, and thus were thought to be stable, given and
unproblematic, nowadays in the social space of the Internet there is a constant multiplication of
identities and a shift from the “true” identities to imagined identities that are to be maintained. This
principle is valid in human interaction as well as in the intercultural exchange. This is why the
supposition that Internet facilitates the understanding between the cultures may be only partly true.
Rather, it offers a new layer of virtual sameness. But the latter does not necessarily mean a real
intercultural dialogue and a true human interaction. Thus this paper disagrees with the most
common theory about Internet as a medium improving the intercultural and interpersonal
understanding and poses the following question: increasing the virtual social interaction, does not
the Internet paradoxically engender the crisis of communication in the real social communities?
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A Methodology for Analysing Virtual Communities
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During the last few years, virtual communities have become an important social
phenomenon, thus an interesting subject for many different disciplines such as Psychology,
Sociology and Philosophy.
A review of relevant literature (Stone, 1991; Rheingold, 1993; Fernback, Thompson, 1995;
Wilbur 1997; Jones 1998; Ferri, 1999; Bagnasco, 1999; Paccagnella, 2000; Dell’Aquila, 2002;
Pravettoni, 2002) showed that there are many definitions of virtual community, but only few tools
have been created so far that prove capable at providing an analytic framework to study this
phenomenon.
In our study, we created a tool able to analyse every aspect of a virtual community with the
final goal of generating relevant data for a psychosocial prospective. The idea of developing such a
tool came during a study focused on fake identity in newsgroups. Then, we decided to examine not
only the fake identity on line, but also other aspects of a virtual community. We also decided to
apply this tool not only to newsgroup but also to other types of virtual communities.
Virtual communities
The concept of virtual community is strongly linked to new communication technology: in
fact community and communication are strictly correlated to each other. First of all, they have the
same etymology in the Latin word communis, derived from cum and munis or from cum and unus or
from cum and moenia (Fernback, Thompson, 1995). But communication itself doesn’t create a
community.
The idea that online communities can exist is linked to the social change of networks from tools for
calculation to communication environments and to meeting places or virtual agorà, (Paccagnella,
2000), according to the metaphor of cyberspace.
Many different authors attempted to provide definitions for “virtual community”. According
to the journalist Howard Rheingold (1993), ”Virtual communities are social aggregations that
emerge from the Net when enough people carry on those public discussions long enough, with
sufficient human feeling, to form webs of personal relationships in cyberspace” (p. 28).
For Rheingold the most distinctive feature of a virtual community, which unites the whole
community, is the presence of inter-personal relationships among members. The aspect of
communication is of utmost importance in online communities, whilst the aspect of “space” is
entirely absent. The author of The virtual community maintains that communities in cyberspace
have originated in part from a general sentiment of dissatisfaction because of the lack of informal
public spaces in real life, and in part from the experimental bent of the first “Netsurfers”, who were
attracted by this new mean of interacting with other people at a completely unprecedented level.
The concept of virtual community is not a technological fancy or a cyberpunk nightmare, in which
people live in what Mills (1959) called “second-hand worlds”, enchained to their computers,
experiencing life through a dehumanized technology rather than the intimacy of human
relationships. In The virtual community, Rheingold deals with its own experience as a member of
The WELL, underlining the friendly relationships developed in this community, the deep sense of
solidarity connecting all participants, and the unfailing availability of all members to help each
other when in need.
Rheingold’s statement gave rise to much debate about the existence of virtual communities,
and about the exact meaning of the term. Rheingold’s position has been labelled as “culturalist”,
since it considers a community no more as the result of a shared common physical space, but as the
outcome of a set of common interests and social relationships. Weinrich (1997) states that the
concept of virtual community is unaccettable, since a community is essentially based on the sharing
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of a geographical area and a mutual history. This same definition has been accused of being a sort
of “technological determinism” (Jones 1998), especially because the extreme optimism expressed
by Rheingold when he affirms that communities unavoidably arise in all circumstances in which
people can use computer mediated communication. The definition has also been considered too
vague and imprecise (Jones 1997; Wilbur 1997), returning it to the journalistic and popular milieu
in which it was created.
Pravettoni (2002) considers Rheingold’s definition somewhat vague, but states that the
author of “The virtual community” correctly recognized three elements typical in every virtual
community:
1.
The “social capital” of the Net: it is the power of virtual communities to socially
colonize new spaces, incorporating new elements within themselves;
2.
The “knowledge capital”: it is the set of competencies, abilities, individual
experiences available to the community. Maldonado (1997) differentiates between individual and
social knowledge, while Lévy (1996) speaks of collective intelligence;
3.
Social communion: the sense of closeness, presence and mutual sharing experienced
when participating in a virtual community.
Pravettoni (2002) defines a virtual community as “a group made up by people who came in
contact through the Net (WWW, IRC channels, MUD and so on), perceive themselves as a part of
that group, participate in its activities creating communicative relationships and, sometimes,
interpersonal relationships with other members” (p. 173). This definition brings into evidence
some objective elements which are always present in a virtual community, as the contact through
the Internet, a group of individuals, the consciousness of belonging to a group and the existence of a
communication network among members. Common interests and shared ideals are often the basis of
virtual communities, while the spatial element is referred to the virtual space shared by participants.
Fernback & Thompson (1995) provide a very similar definition: “(…) social relationship
forged in cyberspace through repeated contact within a specified boundary or place that is
symbolically delineated by topic of interest" (p. 4). In this case, there is a stress on common
interests and on the repeated, frequent contacts developed on the Net.
Ferri (1999) states that the founding values of a virtual community is established by
interactivity and he proposes the following definition: “multidirectional and multidimensional
places of interaction discussion, training, work, fun made possible by spreading of digital media”
(p. 66).
Even if it is impossible to find in literature a single definition universally agreed upon, there
are however some objective elements all authors consider as typical of a virtual community;
following Paccagnella (2000), these elements are:
1.
coherent and stable personae, with names and nicknames which seldom change;
2.
a shared language;
3.
the development of a system of norms and roles;
4.
the presence of rituals (complex or simple) which fix community boundaries;
5.
interpersonal relationships at different levels: public conferences, private e-mails,
contacts via telephone, physical mail, direct meetings.
The requisite of interactivity allows us to exclude from the concept of virtual community all
those forms of online communication that do not allow for a direct interaction between members; it
is necessary that participants communicate, and experience a sense of “being together with” the
other members of the community. Moreover, it is necessary to have a virtual space in which the
community can rise and grow, and in which users’ messages can appear. The space is a necessary
requisite for every community, but the community does not coincide with that space: a community
is not defined by a space, but rather by relationships and interactions among different participants.
There is also a system of rules and norms: these norms can possess a general nature (for
example, rules about good manners, netiquette), a technical nature (i.e., pertaining the kind of
interface being used by the community), or a more specific nature typical of the group, then
resembling a system of sanction, often a rigid and severe one. This rigidity frequently arises from
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the heterogeneity of community members: as a matter of fact, while in an offline social situation it is
often possible to infer the rules of a certain group from the context, in the Net this is much more
difficult because of cultural differences in the group of users (Pravettoni, 2002). It becomes then
necessary to impose stricter rules, in order to promote a certain amount of “conformity” to existing
norms, thus preserving community life.
Within a virtual community there is often a hierarchy: as in offline groups, a member’s role
and status are well defined. There are simple visitors (lurkers) who just give a look around, read
messages, and do not post anything. The newcomers (newbies) are people who only recently joined
the community. The “standard” users take regularly part into the life of the community and
experience a deep sense of “being together”. The leaders are prominent presences within the forum.
Last not least, the oldbies are the users that for a long time have been participating into community
life. Role and status within online communities usually are a function of the amount of time already
spent inside the community, but one’s personal prestige can increase or vanish as a consequence of
one’s social behaviour, also depending from the contribution brought to the aforementioned
“threefold capital quote of the community (Rheingold 1993). Within virtual communities, however,
hierarchies are somewhat flexible, and an individual can control its own position and modify its
own status: in fact, participating to community life and improving one’s social competence it is
possible transform one’s own role.
Concerning the typology there are quite a few criteria used to classify virtual communities
on the Net. We will use a “technical” criterion, based on the technological platform they are based
on: thus we can speak of forums, MUDs, mailing lists and chat lines. It is important to remember
that forums, MUDs, mailing lists and chat lines are not, by default, virtual communities, but only
potential virtual communities.
Forums are electronic boards, where one can choose to only read messages, without sending
anything, or can post a message. Communication here is asynchronous, i.e. messages are not
exchanged in “real time” between participants. Their structure is based on archives classified
according to the topic being discussed, and function as a bulletin board.
MUDs are virtual environments in which one can work or play, simulating or building
something. People participating in these environments can build their own “persona”, with a role
and well defined characteristics, can build architectures and artefacts, can build relationships based
on conflict and/or cooperation with the other members.
A mailing list is not a virtual community, in a strict sense. It basically consists of a list of email addresses to which emails concerning a certain topic are sent. To take a part into a mailing list
you need to subscribe, sending your e-mail address.
Chat lines consist in written messages exchanged in a context that results into a sort of
“chat” in real time. You have different “rooms” devoted to different themes in which people interact
and socialize.
Lastly, a blog is a frequent, chronological publication of personal thoughts and Web links. A
blog is often a mixture of what is happening in a person's life and what is happening on the Web, a
kind of hybrid diary/guide site, although there are as many unique types of blogs as there are
people.
The grid conceive to study all kinds of virtual community in its entirety. Using such a grid
presents at least two advantages: first of all it favours a critical reflection on the community and
eases the spotting of difficulties. Secondly, a grid makes it possible to compare different virtual
communities.
Finally, we want to emphasize that the results obtained from our tool have to be considered and
analysed according to an ethno-methodological prospective. This prospective shows the creation of
a shared meaning, which makes every action intelligible to others. The creation of the shared
meaning is enunciated in specific social situation (Galimberti, Riva, 1997).
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ORIGINS AND STRUCTURE
In this section the main attention is on motivations that gave rise to the community, its origins
and structure.
What is the community name?
The community name, foundation year, who created it, why it has
When did it start?
been decided to create it.
Who did found it?
The community name can give information about the topic of the
Why has it been started?
community.
The foundation year allows us to observe the phase of the
community life cycle.
Has it changed since its During the time from its foundation to the observation, real
beginnings?
changes have happened inside the community.
Virtual communities often change. This is usually due to the
relationship between different members.
Is it a moderated or non- The community is moderated or not.
moderated community?
In some communities, a facilitator reads the messages and then he
Which kind of moderation is decides if they can be published or not, according to the language,
present?
the topic or the tone.
What is its structure? Is there a How the community is “physically” structured. For instance, a
website or an area where virtual community may have a room for public discussion, a
participants can introduce website built by its participants, and one or more rooms for private
themselves?
chats, created and managed by members
Are there differences between After analyzing the main features of the community, we observe its
oldbie and newbie? (differences in members. We can divide them into 2 main categories: oldbie and
behaviour, in language, in topics, newbie. Oldbie has been involved in community life longer than
in the amount of attention newbie. Newbie have just joined the community.
received by other participants)
We should detect which variables can be useful to understand if a
Which are the attitudes shown by participant is an oldbie or a newbie.
oldbie towards other oldbie or Then, it is important to observe how oldbie behave towards other
towards newbie?
oldbie or newbie.
PARTICIPANTS
The second part of the grid is about participants’ characteristics: how many and who are they, which
kind of nicknames are used, and what are the motivations that induce them to take part into the life of
the community. This part of the grid records the level of turnover in the community, observing
frequency and modes of contact between users, and takes into account the existence of sub-group of
participants.
How many participants?
The average number of community participants and the main
Who are they?
features of these members. These information allow us to observe
how big is the community and to do a sort of “census” of all the
members.
The participants are the same from We observe if community members are the same since its
the beginning of the community? foundation or if they changed.
The main features of a virtual community depend mostly on its
members; so it can be useful to notice changes between
participants, in order to better understand its evolution and its life
cycle.
Why do they participate into the Why members partecipate in community life.
community?
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Which kinds of nicknames are
used? (real names, fake names,
ambiguous names)
Traffic within the community:
how many messages are posted in
a specific amount of time?
Do they communicate only within
the community or also through
other ways of CMC?
Do they meet also offline?
Did they meet each other for the
first time online or offline?
Are interaction mainly between 2
members, or multiple?

The different kinds of nicknames members use.
In a virtual community, nicknames are often strictly linked to the
community itself.
How many messages are posted during a specific amount of time.
Participants communicate only through messages inside the
community or also through other tools, such as chat or istant
messaging.
If members meet only online or they meet also offline.
If they knew each other online or offline.

In a virtual community, interaction can be:
• between 2 members, when a participant tries to call for the
attention of a specific person, clearly showing the need or
the purpose to communicate only with this person;
• multiple, when participants interact all together (for
instance, when a lot of members answer a question).
Are there groups?
If participants divided themselves into different groups and how
- Did they divide themselves or these groups have been created.
the groups have been decided by If there are groups, we observe their different features.
others?
- Which are the criteria for this
division?
- Which are the main features of
the groups?
When do they participate in When participants mostly partecipate in community life: hours and
community life?
days when the larger number of messages is posted.
• Hours
We also observe if particolar events can increase posts number.
• Days
• Particular events
If
participants
d e s c r i b e If there are participants’descriptions, we observe if it is a
themselves, is it a self presentation selfpresentation or a presentation written by other community
or a presentation written by members.
others?
Then, if it is a self presentation, we observe if they have been
created to give a particular self image or if they are interactive.
Presence of operational strategies We observe the different strategies acted by community members.
Presence of iconic strategies
These strategies can be:
Presence of linguistic strategies
Operational, i.e. mechanisms of action simulation via text
Iconic, i.e., graphical devices like emoticons or smileys meant to
express the mood of the writer
Linguistic, i.e. devices which reproduce verbal and para-verbal
elements of communication
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TOPICS
In the third part of the grid the focus is on the traffic of messages sent by participants.
Then, the topics dealt within the community are taken into consideration. There is a distinction
between in topics, i.e. themes which are relevant to the main issues discussed by the
community, and off topic, i.e. themes which are far from the main topic of the community. The
prevalence of in topic or off topic messages is analysed with the aim of understanding the
reasons why of this segmentation, and the ways in which single themes are treated, taking
into due account the fact of the presence or absence of a moderator.
Number of messages during a Number of posted messages during a specific time
specific time
IN TOPIC/OFF TOPIC
This section is particularly relevant for those communities which started with the purpose of
deepening a specific theme (for instance, newsgroups or thematic communities.
Is there a notion of what is “in If in the community there is a distinction between in topic and off
topic” and what is not?
topic. What is it considered in topic and what is it considered off
What is in topic and what is off topic?
topic?
RULES
The fourth part of the grid is about norms which regulate interaction within the community.
Here the focus is on the kind of rules, who create them, whether they are respected or not,
and what are the eventual sanctions for who infringes them.
Are there implicit or explicit If community rules are written and cleraly explained or if they are
rules?
common rules of good education.
In case there are explicit rules, If the rules are explicit, where they are.
where are they written?
Who makes the rules?
Who has made and makes community rules.
Are they standard Netiquette rules If rules are peculiar of the community or if they are Netiquette
or have they been created ad hoc rules.
for the community?
Are rules respected or not?
If members respect or not community rules.
Are they mostly respected by Then a comparison between oldbie and newbie behaviour is made,
oldbie or by newbie?
to see who gives the rules more values.
If rules are violated, how does the We observe the participants’ attitude towards members who violate
group react?
rules and we also notice if there are any sanctions for people who
Are there sanctions for those who don’t respect rules.
do not follow the rules?
FLAME
In this part of the grid the focus is on the phenomenon of “flame”, i.e. quarrels that sometimes
arise between members of a virtual community. The aim is to check whether there is flaming
or not, which kind of flaming there is, how long it lasts and who takes part in it.
Is there any kind of flaming in the We analyse if in the community there are cases of flame. If the
virtual community?
analysed community is moderated, flame is often a minimal part or
it doesn’t exist at all, since moderators apply a kind of censorship
to unkind or vulgar messages.
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What kind of flame is it?
Why does it start?
How long does it last?
Who takes part in it?
Is it a cross-post or it involves
only the analysed community?

The kind of flame: it can be a joking flame, or a flame that aims to
offend someone and to destroy the relationship inside the
community.
How long the flame is, who takes part in it and if it involves only
the analysed community or other communities, too.

FAKE
In the last part of the grid there is room to analyse the phenomenon of “fake”, i.e. simulation of
a fake identity online. Firstly, the existence of the phenomenon is assessed within the
community. Secondly, frequent perpetrators are identified and community reactions are
studied. Lastly, there is a review of the kinds of fake which are present in the community
under study.
Are there fake cases in the virtual We verify if there are fake cases and who mostly acts them.
community?
Who acts the fake? (oldbie or
newbie)
How does the community consider How the members consider fake and which reactions it causes.
fake?
What does it cause inside the
virtual community?
What kinds of fake are in the The different kinds of fake that happen inside the virtual
community?
community.
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How to Introduce Media Literacy to Schools
Cathy Poole started professional life teaching English, then entered cinema exhibition as Head of
Learning at Watershed Media Centre. She collaborated on this film project with Annabel Davis, a
brilliant primary school teacher working at Fair Furlong School, Bristol, UK. Both are now
Consultants and both have Masters degrees in Education, Annabel’s had specific emphasis on
Raising Achievement in City Schools. Cathy has a Masters in Film Studies. Both are fascinated by
the impact that film has on children’s ability to learn. [Contact: cathy.poole@virgin.net]
100 words about the project The film project took place in primary schools in two areas of
deprivation one inner city and one on the outskirts of the city. The children were achieving well
below their potential at the beginning of the school year. Their level of achievement rose
dramatically while they were studying the short film. Film study was new to both teachers and
pupils, and yet this project became the ‘benchmark against which they judged all other work.’[1]
This paper will describe the UK context, the introductory phase of the film project when two short
films were studied, and the final phase when children looked at The Wrong Flowers, a film about
the experience of her schooldays for an artist with learning difficulties. It will explain how teachers
were supported in their delivery, and will assess this project through the feedback from the teachers
and children who took part. It offers a model for introducing media literacy.
Introductory remarks: the context for the work
The moving image is the medium through which many of us see and imagine the world. Television
brings significant world events straight into our homes. Going to the cinema is one of the primary
sources of entertainment through which stories are shared globally. Given their central role in our
lives, it has become crucially important for children to understand how the moving images they
experience on a daily basis are constructed, to understand how they create meaning and to learn to
be critical of them: ‘Young pupils who can read a variety of texts and messages critically and who
can produce in a range of media are best equipped for the complex technological world of the 21st
century.’[2] I would also argue that offering children the opportunity to see a wider range of stories
from different cultures, not just those from mainstream media is an essential part of their learning to
be both UK and global citizens.
This paper describes how a classroom project using the short film was delivered. All observations
come out of the experience of working with teachers and children. This paper is more specific than
the original title suggests. It is about introducing film into primary schools. ‘Film’ is used in a loose
sense. Two of the ‘films’ shown were 35mm prints. The third was created by one young man on his
computer. All three ‘films’ have won prizes at film festivals. VHS video copies have been made
with the filmmakers’ agreement so that the films can be shown in the classroom over and over
again, to enable really close study. Watershed Digitise has developed a web site,
http://www.dshed.net/digitised/art_and_power/resources/wrong_flowers/ on which all materials
used and some of the children’s work produced on The Wrong Flowers project can be shared.
UK Context: The National Curriculum
Since 1989, it has been a requirement that UK teachers deliver the National Curriculum.[3] There
is regular formal testing of children from the age of 7 upwards, and baseline assessments from age
5. The drive to improve standards means all schools are required to hold a daily Literacy and a
Numeracy Hour. Schools are inspected regularly. You could argue that this drive for uniformity and
standards ensures a stronger education system, in which children whose families move around the
country for employment are not penalised. The down side has been that many teachers have felt
constrained by the pressures of the system and are concerned that creativity and fun have been
squeezed out of primary classrooms. More recently educationalists have suggesed that it is precisely
the rigidity of the curriculum that restricts children’s progress. What was evident during the film
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project was teachers’ relish for the imaginative approaches it employed. ‘It takes us back to the old
topic-based approaches.’ [4]
Over the lifespan of this project, a number of changes in government thinking occurred which
absolutely validated our approach. In 1999, All Our Future: Creativity, Culture and Education [5]
argued the importance of developing a more creative approach to the curriculum to enable children
to become more independent, more creative thinkers, fit for the challenges of the contemporary
technological world. Whole school approaches to creativity, creative learning and partnerships with
creative thinkers from a range of disciplines were promoted. While the publication was a slow
burner in terms of impact, its ideas have now become widely accepted and disseminated especially
since 1992 through the work of Creative Partnerships. [6]
In 2003, Excellence and Enjoyment [7], encouraged primary schools to be more innovative and to
develop partnerships beyond the classroom. Excellent practice is seen to exist in a school which
‘[has] its own distinct identity and ethos, which reflects a good understanding of and close
partnership with the wider school community. Excellent schools are themselves learning places –
the staff learn and develop, and the curriculum changes and improves over time.’[8]
The document recognises the benefits of working with experts from the wider community. In
schools which work in this way,
‘children are engaged by learning that develops and stretches them and excites their imagination.
They enjoy the richness of their learning – not just learning different things, but learning in many
different ways………. They develop socially and emotionally. They take pride in their learning and
want to do well.’ [9]
The government watchdog, Ofcom, recently pronounced that media literacy is the ‘right’ of all
citizens. It describes media literacy as ‘the ability to access, understand and create communications
in a variety of contexts’. [10] It emphasises the vital role which formal education plays in ‘laying
the foundations.’ [11] While these developments all give teachers reason to participate in film
projects, they still have many demands on time. There are three essentials to ensure a teacher’s buyin. These are:
Make it manageable. Make it fit the curriculum. Provide evidence that it works.
bfi Education has long argued the importance of learning about the media. It
lobbied to ensure that the National Curriculum included specific references to moving image media
texts, and its staff worked with the National Primary Literacy Strategy to develop resources and
pedagogic approaches to viewing and analysing moving image media within the context of the
Literacy Hour. They pragmatically located film within the Literacy Hour in order to ensure
mainstream importance in schools.
Many teachers have no specialist film knowledge and lack confidence about using the moving
image instead of the written text. So, support is needed to bring teachers up to speed. Essentials in
introducing and embedding any activity in the classroom are:
1. for teachers to understand how to situate the work within an overloaded curriculum;
2. for teachers to understand its importance and what learning outcomes it can achieve
3. for teachers to have access to materials designed for quick and easy delivery
4. for teachers to have a chance to get to know subject matter and content of resources; to
develop the language with which to discuss film and its impact on the viewer themselves
before using it in the classroom
5. for teachers to see that the content available to them is engaging for the children
6. for support structures to be provided through the education authority
7. for teachers to know that there is local authority/inspectorate belief in the work
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Once these are in place, it is easier for teachers to take on a project. Bfi Education is currently
developing partnerships with education authorities throughout the country thus ensuring support for
moving image study.
The short film
I have used short films for many years, first with Secondary students and then Primary. But let’s ask
a basic question. Why work with film at all? Children are experts in that they view much screenbased work; they grasp how it works, although do not yet possess the vocabulary to articulate those
understandings. Working with film builds on what they know and extends their awareness. The
teacher’s job is to enable them to express their insights and lead them on new journeys armed with
the confidence that comes from knowing they are experts.
It is also precisely through its appeal to feelings that film has the power to harness children’s
creative abilities. A creative piece in its own right, film appeals to the imagination and engages the
emotions, drawing the viewer in to another world immediately. Once feelings are involved, the
viewer engages with the experience and is ready to respond. Ken Robinson argues, ‘It is through
feelings as well as through reason that we find our real creative power’.. it is through both that we
connect with each other and the wider world......with culture..’[12] For this reason, film is important
in learning.
Why the short film? There is a very practical reason. Like a poem or short story, a short film is
relatively short! It can be consumed in one lesson. Children do not miss the first half or the last part,
and it is easy to show the film again. It is a manageable stimulus. It is a shared experience. A short
film has immediate impact. You can return to it many times in order to have a really thorough
understanding of how it works.
The Bristol film project
bfi Education trialled their excellent Story Shorts package [13] in schools in Bristol, in partnership
with Watershed Media Centre and the Central Education Action Zone, providing excellent In
Service Training and materials for use in the Literacy Hour. Teachers were fired with enthusiasm
and wanted more films and more materials. In partnership with the Brief Encounters International
Short Film Festival we identified two short films that we believed would work well in the
classroom. We thought that young people had the right to involvement in the festival as well as
adults and industry professionals. Teachers were invited to bring groups of children from the ages
of 7 to 10 to the cinema screening/workshop on two short films held at the end of the festival.
Ornaments and The Fantastic Flowershop, the films selected, were both animations, and, in a
multicultural area, the fact that there was no spoken language meant they were as accessible for the
children whose first language was not English as they were to the rest of the class. Learning
materials were written linking the film study to aspects of the National Literacy strategy and the
National Curriculum. In Service Training provided preparation for teachers who used the materials
in the classroom after the screening.
From these children who were well versed at reading the moving image, as video and television are
regular sources of entertainment, there was immediate enthusiasm. What was new for them was
learning a language with which to discuss the films they saw, and participating in a range of
exciting classroom activity following the film viewing. The children first watched an opening
sequence and predicted the kind of film they were about to experience. Emphasis was placed on
encouraging them to recognise the specifics of the language of film. ‘What do you see?’ ‘What do
you hear?’ were essential questions for any short clip seen and discussed. They looked at the film
language deployed, types of shot, and the effect of the music and pace on meaning. One main aspect
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was story structure. The children were given stills from the film and asked to put them in order, thus
learning about the shape of the film narrative.
The screening event took place just before Christmas. Ornaments, made by a young American,
Aaron Erimez, is a film about a Father Christmas ornament stuck at the top of a Christmas tree,
desperate to reach the biscuits put out on the table below for the ‘real’ Father Christmas. A classic
Hollywood enigma. The film is about his ingenious attempts to resolve his problem, and the final
shot shows his view of the biscuits at very close quarters. Result! The film is humorous and the
cinema where we showed it was filled with children’s laughter in response to his extraordinary
antics. The project became associated with fun.
As well as developing an understanding of how the film created meanings, the teachers found the
Father Christmas ornament a great stimulus for developing descriptive writing and working on
adjectives. Children described the ornament’s character and discussed how it is constructed in the
film through facial expression, movement, behaviour and setting as well as choice of shots and nondiegetic sound. Using the different stills from the film and producing their own storyboards,
children then wrote paragraphs, and were quickly able to grasp the importance of giving the
essential information to move their story on. Looking at the story structure of the film helped
children to think about and to plan their own stories. One teacher found the discussion about classic
narrative so useful that she offered its approach as a way to tell all stories, finding that the problem
that has to be resolved is the perfect model for children learning to make something happen.
The second film, a European film, The Fantastic Flowershop, directed by a Polish filmmaker
working in Denmark, is about a flower shop that comes alive when the owner leaves. It is slower
paced and beautiful to look at. It shows a courtship, a wedding by two of the flower folk, and a feast
of different types of dance by creatures made from petals and wire. The film ends when the
shopkeeper returns, and all the creatures scurry to their former positions, apart from the wedding
couple who fall off the table and are gently placed back on the shelf by him. The materials we
produced asked children to discuss the use of colour and the sound in the film and about how these
make meaning.
The second film project
The second phase of the film project took place in the Excellence in Cities Action Zone in
Withywood, an area of high unemployment on the outskirts of Bristol in Fair Furlong, a Creative
Partnerships school where we worked in partnership with a most innovative teacher, Annabel
Davis. It built on and developed from the first project. Annabel worked with her class of 10-11 year
olds on the two films in a creative and holistic way. She saw the film project’s potential for
development of literacy, but importantly also for developing the children’s creativity and as a way
of ‘wrapping together areas of the curriculum which were being squeezed out.’ Her classroom
became filled with examples of close-ups and long shots and the children made flower creatures and
flower shop film sets. An Advanced Skills teacher, she was asked by the Education Authority to
support others in their delivery of the film project. This enabled more teachers to participate and to
develop confidence in the activity.
With Annabel, in exactly the kind of partnership proposed in Excellence and Enjoyment, we
identified a third film, The Wrong Flowers, this time live action, about a learning disabled artist,
Brenda Mary Cook, based on her own poem of the same title. In it Brenda looks back on her
schooldays in the 1940s when she felt she was ‘always picking the wrong flowers’. She was bullied
for being ‘slow’. The class teacher who does not understand her needs, tells her it is ‘time to leave’
and go to another school. The film shows how she would escape her troubles through her own
fantasy world, and how this fantasy world shaped her to become the artist she now is. At the end of
the film, we see young Brenda joining hands with the now 60 year-old Brenda, linking past and
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present. The film had been produced by a local company, Picture This Moving Image in
collaboration with Art and Power, a group of artists with learning disabilities.
Such material is sophisticated and challenging. The film conveys complex feelings and responses.
While there is some spoken language, it is a very visual film. The narrator is the real Brenda who
reads her own poem as voice over. These children already had a basic understanding of film
language with which to tackle the third film. But while they learned new vocabulary for film
analysis, this project went far beyond understanding of film language. Annabel saw the potential to
deliver into a curriculum designed to support the children in preparing for their transition from
primary to secondary school. Amongst the other project objectives she recognised an excellent
opportunity for them to highlight their own feelings about change. While they were not in the same
circumstances as Brenda, they were able to engage emotionally with her experiences and link the
feelings they saw expressed in the film to their own. In school before the children saw the film,
they had discussed what it means to be an artist, and talked about ‘difference’ and respect for
others, thus covering aspects of the PSHE and Citizenship curriculum.
They worked with the film for 4 weeks, watching it and discussing how it makes meaning again and
again. The range of classroom activity was phenomenal; poetry, talk, dance, performance, Art, ICT,
Personal, Social and Health Education. At the end of the study, the children read their poems
written in response to the film and showed their art-work to children just starting the project, so
supporting another group. They performed aspects of their work for parents and visitors to the
school; poetry reading, re-enactments of sections of the film and Powerpoint presentations. Their
final visitor was Brenda Mary Cook herself. The children thought Brenda, a sixty year-old woman
with learning disabilities, was wonderful – the star of the film they had studied. Brenda said ‘she
would not have believed that sixty years later she'd be back in a school because children wanted to
learn from her!’ She felt that they: ‘showed me honour and respect.’ In order to make this activity
available to teachers, the Watershed Digitise Project created a web site with the film, lesson plans,
clips and stills, and a sample of the children’s poems and artwork.
Impact of the film project
The children engaged thoroughly with all the film texts they studied. I included an email from the
director of The Fantastic Flowershop in the learning materials, and for the first time children
thought about the makers behind the text as well as how the text is constructed. One poem in
particular, Colours of my Life, written in response to The Wrong Flowers, demonstrates a really
sophisticated reading of the use of colour to make meaning. In addition to understanding the
medium, the children grasped a whole set of issues about writing which they had struggled with
hitherto. Teachers reported that:
‘It has given them a whole new language for their writing.’
‘Previously they always wrote in ‘long shot’. Now they know how to provide greater variety.’
‘Their writing has developed a stronger sense of audience.
In terms of development of literacy, the project corresponds to Parker and Pearce’s excellent
analysis of the results of the Story Shorts project. [14] The children’s literacy skills showed radical
improvement.
The children themselves recognised what they had learned:
‘How to understand, how to realise what is going on in the film by music. We learnt to look close,
look different. We learnt how to see emotion by music on the film.’
‘I have learnt the shots because there are wide shot, mid shot and long shot. When you look on TV
you can see the shots.
‘I have learnt how to express feelings of characters by their face and posture. We learnt lots, but we
didn’t realise we were learning because we were having so much FUN!’
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The children’s enjoyment and its impact upon attainment is significant. ‘The children just loved the
film project.’ Increased attendance was reported during the film study. The teachers too enjoyed the
work: It makes more sense for the children and it’s more fun for the teacher.’ The teacher of a
group of children with Special Educational Needs said:
‘I can’t get over the difference in their work.’ Her analysis was’ It has to be due to the visual
stimulus. The Bristol Literacy Co-ordinator spoke of the work as ‘a wonderful way to raise
standards in schools.’ Annabel’s children ‘made exceptional progress. Some children made four
years academic progress. It was not just this project that did that, but it played a significant role in
redefining their expected levels, raising their motivation and boosting their self esteem.’ [15] So,
creativity and innovation led to raised standards.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the film project began as a way to involve young people in an adult event and to
develop media literacy. The structures we operated provide a useful model. Partnership between a
teacher and a film exhibition centre; Education Authority involvement; peer support for teachers; In
Service Training and accessible classroom materials. Evidence of what this work can achieve is
perhaps the most powerful argument for its use in schools; media literacy, development of a
language with which to discuss the moving image; development of both traditional literacy and also
emotional literacy; in addition, a fantastic boost to children’s confidence and an incredible impact
on attainment levels. The children who studied The Wrong Flowers gained valuable insights into
their own emotions and those of others through an experience they will never forget, and which will
perhaps help to shape them as the inclusive and caring citizens of tomorrow.
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The €uro and the building of Europe: representations in the Portuguese press1
Maria João Silveirinha
Faculdade de Letras, Universidade de Coimbra, Portugal
Abstract:
The paper examines the launch of the European currency considering the place of money not only
as a “steering medium” of Europe’s economy but as a normative element in European integration.
An analysis of the media coverage of the launch of the euro in the pages of the Portuguese press
should allow us to establish its legitimacy process established by the public sphere. We will argue
that the launch of the European currency was a moment where money sought legitimacy for a
successful European integration, overcoming the binary opposition between language and system,
although after the launch, the media returned money into the economic sphere in their pages.
Through this analysis we can gain some insight into the correlation between the media and the
political issues of Europe.
Key-words: European currency, press, Europe, money, systems.
1. Introduction
The emergence of a supranational European democracy depends on the formation of a European
demos understood as a collective formation that does not replace national identity with a European
one, but instead allows the co-existence of national and European identities (Risse, 2003). Through
it, citizens from different nation states may think of themselves as Europeans, participating in a
single project as members of a single community. This community is being built at different levels
– mostly normative, political and economic – and it depends on how the processes and events that
shape the construction of the European Union are built not only by policymakers, but also by the
representations of those events in the public sphere.
In this paper, we analyse how a key-event of recent European history – the launch of the euro
currency – as reported by the press can reveal some of the complexities of the integration of Europe.
Money, in our perspective, is not simply functional. It is also a symbolic entity, intelligible because
it is built within certain symbolic practices. In this sense, it is similar to language: it is a medium
through which meaning is created.
On the other hand, the launch of the euro also reveals that, as part of collective integration, the
new currency needed to find a legitimacy source outside the economic system of which it is a
steering medium. This legitimacy was necessary partly because of the perceived sovereignty
attached to it but mostly because the new currency is part of a larger political process which is the
building of Europe. The privileged locus for the articulation of that legitimacy was the mediated
public sphere.
2. The European Monetary Union as a political process
The idea of Europe has a long political and intellectual history. There is a long line of
integrationist thought, seeking compromises between national sovereignty and common values,
traditions and behaviours.
The understanding of currency as a factor of European Union has its own early integrationist
thinkers. Victor Hugo envisaged a single European currency and, in a speech he wrote for the
anniversary of the 1848 French Revolution, he proposed “a continental currency with a bi-metallic
and fiduciary base, underpinned by the entire capital of Europe and driven by the free labour of 200
million people” (Hugo, 1855)2. Portugal too also had its integrationist thinkers. In 1861, Carlos
1

This article is one part of the research for “O euro e a Construção da Identidade Europeia,” financed by the
Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology.
2
The writer added that this new currency “would replace and absorb the absurd monetary variety
we have
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Morato Roma proposed the combination of the different national currencies through the creation of
a “European currency” in gold (Cardoso, 2004).
It was however the twentieth century that would decisively shape the face of Europe, particularly
when, during its second half, a strong desire for political reconciliation was felt, in a process that
would have its setbacks and breakthroughs. Throughout last century a new concept of Europe was
pushed forward mostly by its economy and not so much by its social and political dimension: the
very name of “European Economic Community” and its informal name “Common Market”,
established in 1958, reflected the thrust into functional integration, based on the four freedoms of
movement of goods, persons, capital and services and the gradual convergence of economic
policies. Political union, however, was approaching, as we know, with the The Treaty of the
European Union (1991), and the Amsterdam Treaty (1997).
From early on Europe was considered to be more than a market. But it was never quite clear what
that “more” meant, since it had always been evoked in different senses.
The creation of a single market was mostly based on economic reasons: its purposes were, among
others, regulating the European markets, reducing transaction costs and making prices more
transparent. Exchange rates and competitive advantages of countries with devalued currencies
threatened economic efficiency as well as the political support for a European market. Monetary
union was the answer to these problems. At the heart of the euro project there were therefore
economic considerations which were clearly translated from January 1, 1999, when the relative
values of currencies were established. However, the political strength of the currency lies in the
very conditions of its possibility: “If monetary union was attractive in Europe because it was
integral to the larger project of economic integration, then it was feasible because it was part of the
larger process of political integration”. (Eichengreen: 2002: 2).
This larger process requires a European demos which will establish the political union underlying
the monetary unit (Habermas, 2000). Will an analysis of press coverage of the euro reveal the
possibility of creating such a demos?
3. Functional community or demos? The role of money
We would like to argue that European currency is not limited to its functional and abstract
function and that it can be an anchor for the representation of European citizens and help to shape
what Habermas calls a European demos. While drawing from Habermas, we also draw away from
him as concerns his positioning of money as a systemic and therefore not communicative medium
(Habermas, 1984). In his dual view of systems and lifeworld, Habermas suggests that capitalist
markets operate via strategic action, using the non-linguistic medium of money, whilst bureaucratic
administrations do so via the also non-linguistic medium of power. Money, like power,
“delinguistifies” social life, since in the market or in the exercise of administrative power, mutual
understandings and shared values have a reduced role. Also in his understanding, actions
coordinated by the steering media of money differ from communicative action in that they aim at
the successful organization of the production and exchange of goods on the basis of monetary
profit. Money doesn't have a “communicative action”, nor does it belong to the lifeworld, because it
is a simplified code. Although it can appeal to symbols to transmit desires and hopes, it doesn't have
as its final objective a mutual understanding (Habermas, 1984). Habermas considers systems and
their respective steering media on an operating level, not on a legitimacy level. However, he also
argues that the legitimacy of functional systems is not be generated by the systems themselves and
therefore functional media (money and power) ultimately depend on the communicative medium,
language. He systematically developed this idea on power, but not for the economic system and we
believe the launch of the European currency was a moment for advancing such a theoretical stance.
today, princes effigies, figures of miseries; varieties which are causes of impoverishment; because in
monetary comings and goings, to multiply, variety, means that you multiply the friction; to multiply friction,
means that you decrease movement. In monetary matters, as well in any other sector, movement means
unity”.
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Money, as the steering medium for the economy should not be understood in terms of its operation.
There is no real separation between functional media and language.
From a political perspective, the launch of the euro blurs state borders into a shared horizon of
Europe. We believe that this horizon is not only symbolic but due to its local contexts and the
meanings that citizens make of them; in other words, it is connected to a legitimacy of
communicative order. The “communicative” meaning of the European currency, at least during its
launch, can be seen in the attention it got referring to its local and daily uses, in the discussions
generated from its implications, in the processes of building a consensus, in its presence in the
public sphere in which the media plays a large role.
4. The Euro and Europe: Representations in the Portuguese press
This analysis covers 13 months of news coverage (from early December 2001 to the end of
December 2002) of the items directly focusing on the euro currency in two Portuguese newspapers,
Público and Diário de Notícias (DN), positioned in the spectrum of national reference press which
prioritize public interest issues and are the most widely read by the Portuguese elite3.
Here we report on the general elements of the coverage and look more closely at the preand post-launch periods, since these are moments where the preparation, implementation and
reception of the new currency can be observed. The link to a wider time frame on the other hand
allows us to establish how the currency was positioned in terms of the social, political and
economic system.
Overall, the two papers dedicated 917 news items and 111 opinion items to issues where the
currency was a main focus. These numbers were highly concentrated in the pre- and post launch
period (Graph 1 and 2):
Graph 1 – Total news items

Graph 2 – Total opinion items.
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The temporal concentration reveals how what was at stake was a change that,
notwithstanding the fact that it had been prepared for months by the European institutions, was seen
by the press as an issue to which special attention had to be given in terms for the deep
consequences on the lives of all citizens.
The number of opinion articles where the currency was focused on is also very revealing as to
how it occupied a central role in the media public sphere (Table I):
Table I: Opinion items
Opinion (Dec. 2001/ Dec. 2002)
Editorial
Analysis article
Regular column within opinion pages
Extra-regular article within opinion pages
Article within specialized newspaper section
Cartoon

Público DN
10
18
12
6
24
15
2
2
5
2
7
8

TOTAL
28
18
39
4
7
15

3

Público was founded in 1990, and it is the most influential newspaper in Portugal. It has a prestigious
reputation and it defines itself as plural and independent, following a European tradition of reference
journalism. Ideologically, it is in general considered a liberal newspaper, politically positioned on the centreleft. Diário de Notícias (DN) was founded in 1864 and is a more institutional newspaper. Ideologically, it is
closer to the centre-right and it shares with Público the status of being a “quality” paper.
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Considering a more restricted period of analysis (pre- and post-launch, i.e., December 2001 and
January and February 2002), we can see how, in general terms, the main conclusions concern the
newsvalue importance of the new currency, the enthusiasm with which it was received, as described
in other research (Triandafyllidou, 2003; Jiménez, 2002) and the prominence that both papers
dedicated to the issue.
In both newspapers the euro was mostly featured as part of the economy, but as the launch day
approached, a high number of news items took into account how the euro launch would affect the
daily lives of people, both in Portugal and in other countries. This reveals a focus on the living of
the new currency not only necessary to its systemic functioning but also to its social and political
legitimacy.
The impact that the euro launch had on the lives of ordinary citizens was represented as
having a few minor problems, namely through the reporting of forgeries and fraud, as described in
other research (Jiménez, 2002). Also, both papers mentioned economic problems that might be
associated with the euro, such as price increases due to rounding off in the conversion from the
escudo to the euro. However, none of the newspapers made any criticism of European integration;
nor did they see any contradiction between national and European interests. Nostalgia for the
escudo was completely absent in both newspapers. The concern with possible impacts on the life of
citizens was therefore not so much an issue to be debated and discussed but more of an anticipated
and inevitable change to be pragmatically accepted.
On launch day, January 1, 2002, Público would not be published. The paper anticipated the
event on New Year’s Eve, headlining its front page with a large “Europe celebrates the birth of the
euro”. It also stressed that “with a small European nod, Europe takes one giant step” (Público
31.12.01). Significantly this is the day when the history of the escudo is finally recalled under the
equally significant headline of “The Portuguese currency says a final goodbye at the end of
February, having existed for 90 years, but it probably won’t be missed.”
In DN, however, references to the euro and large headlines were kept till the following day.
On January 1st DN spoke of the “euro rush”, of the “eurosuperstar” and of the fact that the news
currency had “finally arrived” (1.1.02). Its headlines referred to the huge amount of euros
circulating in the hands of the Europeans. On this first day, early out in the streets, before the day
was “lived”, the newspaper concentrated on the economy, pointed out security issues and reported
the official European voices. Its editorial speaks of the day as an “historical event”, part of the “vast
and remarkable process of Europe building” and points out that Monetary Union is only part of this
larger process4.
In early January both papers showed the euro on their front pages with large photos of
celebration and the appreciative tone was quite favourable in terms of the impact of citizens. The
post-launch period conveyed the idea that the launch had been a great success not only at home but
in the entire euro-zone. There were a number of stories reporting on the citizens’ enthusiasm for the
euro and of their rush to banks and cash points in order to get their first euros.
Both papers report small stories of how the euro was being accepted in different ways. The
word “europhoria” described the general environment in Europe and also at home, stating that the
new currency was very well received, surpassing all expectations. Público headlined its first day of
the euro, January 2, 2002 by saying that “Europe celebrates a giant step towards the world”. The
next day it says that “The Portuguese rolled out the red carpet for the euro” and that they were
“anxious to get rid of the escudo” (3.01.02). On the same day, making good use of its network of
4

This optimism still left some room for concerned voices of the euro as a political project, pointing out that
Europe was not fully united around its currency. The press highlights the fact that not all countries had joined
the euro and that there was a need for a “truly consistent and united political space” (Público 27.12.01).
Earlier in December DN’s editorial on the euro entitled “The Slow Pace of Europe”, recalled the economic
problems of the different countries, particularly Portugal, arguing that these problems harm the Union as a
whole. Speaking of the irreversibility of the euro, it showed that the reforms are not being significantly
enforced, creating the risk of “waking up to see several Europes and little union” (DN 13.12.01).
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correspondents, it conveys a strong sense of community sharing the euro reporting “small stories of
a great event,” many of which concerned other European countries. In its opinion columns, the
nation is praised for having “won the battle of the euro with distinction” although recalling that
“The euro does not protect us from everything” (4.01.02).
Overall, when considering the findings of Vreese et al. (2001) on the reporting of the euro in
terms of conflict frames or in terms of the economic consequences of events, issues, and policies,
we find that the euro was not focused on terms of conflict but on terms of consensus. We were then
at the "sphere of consensus," to use Daniel Hallin's term (1986). In fact, the many social stories on
the currency and its workings, conveying a sense of sharing a living currency, were concentrated
around the days of the launch.
Very soon, they would die off, being replaced by other issues, mostly of an economic nature.
After the first two weeks of social, political and practical issues concerning the currency, attention
turned away from the meanings and practicalities of the euro and focused on new events that
overshadowed the general optimism felt during the previous period. Here, the economic issues took
the lead and the economy became a key area of concern. The euro had entered the “sphere of
legitimate controversy” (Hallin, 1986). Findings here also coincide with the results of Vreese et al.
(2001). Not only was the introduction of the euro a success, soon exhausting its newsworthiness,
but other events began to take a more important place in the agenda. Events such as the national
problems with inflation and deficit pushed the news frames on the currency out of the social and
political sphere where it was first reported from, into the sphere of the economy where the currency
news frames would remain for the rest of the year. From the end of January the main focus in the
press was the Stability and Growth Pact. The warning or “rapid alert” placed on the Portuguese
economy because of the high levels of account and fiscal deficit in the country’s economy would
strongly hit the news from February onwards.
5. Conclusion
The launch of the euro provided an opportunity to establish the required legitimacy of the
European Union and its “official economy”, guided by trust and by the understanding of money in
its everyday uses. Here, money had a communicative potential.
From our analysis we can conclude that, before and immediately after the euro launch, although
the vision of the European project portrayed in newspapers was primarily focused on the national
economy - the euro being the tool that would bring economic growth to the country by way of the
Economic growth of Europe - the press also established a common ground for a feeling of shared
experiences with other citizens of Europe. Reporting the euro in other countries not as an
experience of the Other, but as a shared process, became an opportunity to establish common
grounds for a sense a collective membership of the same political, social and economic entity.
News not only framed the new currency in its economic dimension but also covered its social
and daily aspects, conveying to its readers a sense of a shared European experience. The launch of
the euro was thus an opportunity to report on the “reality” of the new currency and on the
embeddedness of money in social networks (Dodd, 1994, 2001a, 2001b). It provided a new
opportunity for citizens to use their currencies in a new context, as part of a larger community,
whereas they had grown accustomed to using national currencies unthinkingly.
One striking conclusion is how easily this was accepted and how nostalgia for the escudo was
almost entirely non-existent. Nor was there an historical view of “old” money about to disappear.
Rather, the euro was analysed “forward”, as a path “to traverse”, as an irreversible countdown
towards the future. This was a historic landmark and was interpreted at its symbolic level as a
strengthening of European integration and identity.
Soon after the launch, however, this communicative European potential was to some extent
eroded, as both newspapers reported on the euro as a sign which was being increasingly dissolved
under the systemic imperatives of the monetary system. From a media newsworthiness point of
view, this is understandable: after the novelty of the euro, new events emerged, such as the
economic consequences of monetary integration. From the point of view of the legitimacy of the
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currency its reframing within these systemic realms may reveal that the problem had been overcome
and some form of consensus had been established around its political and social meaning. However,
the economic convergence aspects were in fact part of the euro, and were never far from the news.
This reveals not only the complexity of the euro’s working, but how fragile the economic issues are
in building a European identity.
Reporting it initially with anticipation as a collective and live/living daily experience, these two
papers revealed the currency’s “communicative” moment, in need of its legitimacy not to be
understood simply in systemic terms. It is also true that money reporting soon placed in the
economy, but it started off by making it possible, in the media public sphere, to share it as a kind of
language. It would be unrealistic to believe that once the novelty was over the press would keep the
same frames, the same number of news and opinion items, reporting money from a social and
political sphere, since those are not the usual spheres for money in our societies. However, the
number and prominence of news items also show that its importance was maintained for a long time
after the launch period and that the euro currency as well as the issues directly related to it, needed
discussion, and presence, in the public sphere.
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Abstract: In this paper different aspects of media literacy are discussed in the case
of mobile communication technology. The present understanding of media literacy
is shifting more towards seeing people as active users of media, producing and
distributing content. The development of mobile communication and media
convergence into smart phones with picture and video capabilities underlines this
view. In this paper the media literacy needs that the mobile media is presenting are
discussed in the following fields of life: citizenship, entertainment, learning
activities, livelihood and sociability. These needs are then reflected on the proposed
new literacies of the 21st century. New research agenda needs to be formulated to
take into account these use contexts of mobile media and new emerging media skills
and competences.

Introduction
The present understanding of media literacy is shifting more towards seeing people as active users
of media: producing and distributing content. The development of mobile communication and
media convergence into smart phones with picture and video capabilities underlines this view. As
media users are becoming more digitally literate, they are also starting to create their own content,
in other words transforming from pure consumers to consumer-producers or prosumers (cf. Toffler
1980). Also the evolving use of mobile media in varying contexts presents a new viewpoint to the
new literacies of the 21th century as presented by Varis (2003):
1. Technology Literacy: The ability to use new media such as the Internet to access and
communicate information effectively.
2. Information Literacy: The ability to gather, organize and evaluate information and to form
valid opinions based on the results.
3. Media Creativity: The growing capacity of citizens everywhere to produce and distribute
content to audiences of all sizes.
4. Global Literacy: Understanding the interdependence among people and nations and having
the ability to interact and collaborate successfully across cultures.
5. Literacy with Responsibility: The competence to consider the social consequences of media
from the standpoint of safety, privacy and other issues.
As this development is taking place globally, there are many cultural special characteristics.
Myerson (2001) has analyzed different communication utopias that the phenomenon of mobilisation
is presenting. As a basic starting point of the mobile communication the need to control one's own
communication, the ways of being in touch with others, has been presented. People have also
started to refer to communication as an exchange of information, not as conversation or dialogue building of knowledge. However, the classical ideals of communication presented by Habermas can
be reached only if the debaters aim to build a shared understanding whereas communication should
be bi-directional. Therefore the need to control communication is not meaningful. The value of
communication is connected to the value of knowledge in both the ideals of communication and
current utopia of mobile communication. (Myerson 2001, 20-21, 51.) However the current
understanding of mobile communication as exchange of information (not as a dialogue) does not
support this.
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Although many educators are inspecting the use of mobile devices in learning, there are many
literacy issues to be controlled. Earlier, these issues have been described as paradoxes relating to the
educational use of mobile devices: 1) The better an ideal public space is achieved, the closer we are
to an ideal individual space, 2) The faster we can communicate, the more time we will need for our
communication, 3) The more we communicate, the less order we have in our lives, and 4) The more
information we access, the less of it will change into knowledge (Tella 2003, 17).
Use of mobile phones is increasing rapidly in developing countries. In Africa, for instance, the
number of mobile phone subscription has increased by over 1000 percent in five years and average
6.1 percent of Africans have mobile phone subscription and even more have access because phones
are often shared (ITU 2004, Vodafone 2005). However, in developing countries, the contexts of
mobile phone usage are, for most of the people, different from the developed world. This sets new
requirements for mobile media literacy, because a large amount of current or potential users of
mobile phone or other mobile devices are uneducated, illiterate, poor or don't speak any of the
major languages.
New media literacy needs
New literacies presented by Varis describe aspects of media literacy on a general level but we also
need to take into account the various contexts of mobile media use that all have different media
literacy needs. We identified five types of new contexts that are 1) citizenship, 2) entertainment, 3)
learning activities, 4) livelihood and 5) sociability.
1. Citizenship
Mobile media can be used as a tool for civic participation. In 1999, mobile phones were used to
coordinate the protests against World Trade Organization in Seattle. In 2000, consumers in the UK
organized protests around the country using mobile phones and e-mail. In 2001, text messages were
used to arrange political protests at Manila, Philippines, bringing down the government of president
Joseph Estrada. (Rheingold 2002.) Different type of participation is seen in the experiments where
citizens use text messages or photos to discuss concrete issues in their own neighbourhood (Ananny
& Strohecker 2004; Kumara 2004).
Although governments around the world have begun delivering their services electronically, they
have failed to make such services easy and compelling to use. As presented above, mobile devices
show promise as a tool for civic participation. In the future they might be used for e.g. when the
local administration wants feedback on possible environment development policies.
2. Entertainment
Mobile devices are increasingly used for entertainment purposes such as listening to music or radio,
playing games or using a mobile phone as an input device for a text message chat or a game on
television. The mobile entertainment means more direct access to consumer segments for the
entertainment producers. This development will require the mobile entertainment consumers to be
more critical users. There are already many examples of huge phone bills, because of thoughtless
ordering of entertainment services via mobile phones. At the same time the media culture is shifting
towards more active emphasis on the user, as the multimedia mobile phones and SmartPhones are
offering easy possibilities of taking pictures and recording video-clips. Thus making the users
producers and distributors of media content: prosumers. Some of these uses can be considered as
unethical, or even unlawful e.g. in places with “reasonable expected privacy”: locker room,
bathroom or hotel room.
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3. Learning activities
New communication technologies, wider availability of, and easier access to information does not
directly lead to improved knowledge acquisition and learning. On the contrary, new problems are
ahead. One of these is the risk of fragmentation: the learning experience does not form a meaningful
continuum because the amount of information through various channels of communication makes
the situation of the learner distracting (Syvänen, Pehkonen & Turunen, 2004, 155). In Finland, the
problem of fragmentation has been found in empirical studies, where students did not see the value
of their own observations and relied more on documents retrieved, for example, in the Internet
(Turunen, Syvänen & Ahonen 2003, 36). This demonstrated the problematic orientation towards the
use of mobile media in learning activities: the restricted understanding of its use for instant
communication. These lead to poor containment of 2nd, 3rd and 4th paradoxes of mobile learning as
presented by Tella (2003).
4. Livelihood
Mobile devices are increasingly used for work and income-related purposes. In development
studies, access to information and access to communication technologies have been seen as
important factors contributing to the well being of the people. In India, for instance, fishermen use
mobile phones to get information on fish prices in different ports and sell their load at that port to
get the best price, which in the best case may double the income. Similarly, in Senegal, farmers use
WAP phones to access price information to get the price for their products (Lacohée, Wakeford &
Pearson, 2003). In such cases, the users need to understand how to use the phone to access price
information, and other functions of mobile phone may prove useful, such as the calculator.
There are also other methods of using the mobile media in work-life, e.g. mobile collaboration.
However, mobile collaboration – collaboration from a distance requires a “rhythmic” sense of time.
Mobile workers' fundamental experience of mobility is embedded in an experience of temporality,
which includes mutually negotiated rhythms of contact, availability and accessibility (Churchill &
Wakeford 2002, 173).
5. Sociability
Use of mobile phones is increasing rapidly in developing countries. Raul Pertierra (2005)
interviewed young Philippinians and found out that they use text messages for both communicating
with their friends and making new friends. Messages sent to a wrong number often led to
conversations and becoming “text mates”. There were even occasions of “sex texting” with the new
text mate.
Kopomaa (2000) has stressed the importance of social factors in mobile communication, by arguing
that the quick adoption of the mobile device is based on its social efficiency. With social efficiency
is meant the effectiveness in keeping up the social contacts as the mobile phone enables person to
get faster in contact with other people. As a result of this the user of the mobile phone gets the
feeling of belonging to a social group although far away from the peers. This type of
communication as "checking that the communication channel is open" with low information value
has also been called “phatic” (Jakobson, 1981, 27).
New literacies in new contexts
The purpose of the above list is to show that different mobile contexts have different media literacy
needs. Each of the new media literacies presented by Varis have varying importance depending on
the context.
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In the case of technology literacy, we noticed that although some level of technology literacy is
always needed, some contexts rely on simpler use of the device than others. In the case of smart
phones with Internet and WAP features, mobile media literacy seems to rely much on the traditional
literacy requirements because Internet and WAP services, as well as SMS messages, are based on
reading and writing. If we look the issue from a global perspective, it can be noted that many
languages, in Asia especially, have their own scripts (such as Devanagari for Hindic or Arabic for
Arabic languages), but mobile devices lack these scripts. There also might be user interface issues:
in India for instance, there are only mobile phones with interfaces in English or Hindi, while about
70% of the population don't speak either.
The mobile communication seems to require certain amount of phatic communication, which
increases the information in relation to actual knowledge being transmitted. Also the new
communication channels the mobile media offers contribute to the need of information literacy.
The mobile media emphasizes the active media consumer perspective. The communication and
application potential the mobile media is presenting requires media creativity. This could lead to a
new kind of social empowerment as described earlier (Rheingold, 2002; Ananny & Strohecker
2004; Kumara 2004).
Global literacy becomes important in contexts where users from different cultural backgrounds
communicate and interact on web sites, discussion boards or via text messages. There are language
issues, differences in customs, morals and communication.
The social consequences of mobile media should be considered especially from standpoint of
privacy. The new cameraphones have presented a need for common rules of use. However, as it is
sometimes hard to make a rule when a context should be considered public or private. Therefore,
literacy with responsibility in this case would mean the competence to consider the social
consequences of use in different context.
Conclusions
As a consequence of the mobile communication technology, the digital media is brought one step
closer to everyday life. It has become a basic structure in our way of life and culture. As such there
are many media literacy related issues that should be noticed. This brief overview of evolving use
of mobile media in different contexts demonstrates the clear need for new media literacies; both in
terms of basic skills and competences. New research is needed to take account of these use contexts
of mobile media and the emerging need for skills and competences.
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